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Edmonton, Alberta1

--- Upon resuming on Wednesday, May 24, 20062

    at 9:30 a.m.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning,4

everyone.  So we will get started and continue with5

Sergeant Camp, and just before we get started, go6

Oilers.7

All right.  Let us carry on.8

MR. FROMM:  Just a couple of9

housekeeping matters.  I am going to need some10

direction.  The Act talks about these hearings being11

conducted in an informal fashion.  I was informed12

yesterday that we are not allowed to have coffee here13

because these hearings are sometimes held in Federal14

Court.15

As this is a public hotel, I was16

wondering if that rule could be relaxed?17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,18

Mr. Fromm, and in the circumstances, no.  I think it19

suits the decorum of these proceedings and from a20

practical perspective, at the end of the day, it is our21

overworked and underpaid registrar who is in charge22

of --23

MR. FROMM:  I wasn't suggesting she24

would get me the coffee.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  No, but that is1

where the tidying up falls, in her arena.  So for a2

practical reason, in addition to a reason of decorum, I3

will direct that water is welcome.  Other beverages are4

not.5

Did you have another matter,6

Mr. Fromm?7

MR. FROMM:  Yes, we issued a subpoena8

to Constable Kent Dahl of the R.C.M.P. detachment in9

Red Deer.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, I have a copy11

of it.12

MR. FROMM:  Constable Dahl called13

back to Ontario yesterday and I talked to him this14

morning and he is not available this week.  He said he15

cannot make it and he is in British Columbia.16

What we want him to do is simply17

verify that a transcript that was made of an interview18

with Glenn Bahr when Glenn Bahr went and complained to19

the R.C.M.P. detachment in Red Deer about his computer20

being hacked early in 2004.21

He made a statement and the statement22

was recorded --23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me a minute. 24

I am hearing some squeaking sounds.  A whistle outside25
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the door?  I am sorry.  Carry on.1

MR. FROMM:  The statement was -- tape2

recording was made of Mr. Dahl's statement and his3

dialogue with Constable Dahl.  A copy has been made of4

that and all we wanted Constable Dahl here for was5

simply to present this in evidence to verify that is a6

true statement of the complaint and the dialogue7

between us.  That is all we need him for.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.9

I wonder, Counsel, if you would be10

amenable to receiving an Affidavit from the constable11

attesting that that statement is a true statement?  Can12

I hear counsel on that?13

MR. VIGNA:  Can I speak with14

Mr. Warman on that.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Have a little chat.16

MR. FROMM:  Incidentally, in looking17

at alternatives, he said he would be available Friday18

or he said he would be more than happy to present an19

Affidavit that the transcript was a true copy of what20

had happened.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What do you think?22

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, provided it23

is a full copy of the interview and not excerpts of it,24

that is acceptable.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that acceptable,1

Mr. Fromm?2

MR. FROMM:  It is a full copy.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So it will be a4

full copy of the transcript and we will allow the5

officer, then, to swear an Affidavit identifying that6

that is a true copy of the statement that was taken. 7

Is that acceptable?8

MR. VIGNA:  It is acceptable.  Just9

need to verify it before, read it.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry?11

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to see it12

beforehand.  I would like to at least see it.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Well, do you have a14

copy of the statement with you now, Mr. Fromm?15

MR. FROMM:  Yes, I do.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would you give it17

to your friend and perhaps you can look at it during18

the break and you can let me know if there is a19

problem.20

MR. FROMM:  I have to find it.21

MR. VIGNA:  There shouldn't be a22

problem, but I would like to at least have a glance at23

it.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.  So thank25
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you, we will get back to you as soon as possible.1

Now, the other alternative, are you2

saying this officer is available this Friday?3

MR. FROMM:  Yes.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We might be able to5

accommodate that as well.6

MR. FROMM:  This is really all we7

need him for.  We want to be able to present this in8

evidence, the statement, which speaks for itself and9

verifies that Mr. Bahr was worrying about -- talking10

about his computer being hacked long before this11

complaint was made, long before the arrest, anything12

like that.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I understand,14

Mr. Fromm, and I also understand counsel's concern. 15

Ordinarily witnesses are available precisely for the16

purpose of cross-examination and if your friend sees17

something in the statement that he would like to ask18

the officer about, he will let us know and perhaps we19

can make arrangements to reorganize the schedule to20

ensure that your officer is here Friday.21

So just get back to me after the22

break as to how you want to proceed on that matter.23

Anything else, Mr. Fromm?24

MR. FROMM:  No.  Just by way of25
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explanation, Mr. Bahr, on Mr. Christy's instructions,1

is taking a communication on his behalf to the Crown2

prosecutor and to the Clerk of the Court.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.4

*PREVIOUSLY SWORN: STEPHEN CAMP5

*EXAMINATION BY MR. VIGNA6

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, under the7

same oath from yesterday, before going to where we left8

off on the website, I would just like to ask you for9

clarification purposes, in order to access this website10

in question, you mentioned yesterday the address of the11

website.  Is there other website or other address,12

internet addresses which can also have access to the13

same website?14

MR. CAMP:  You can go on Google and15

type in Western Canada For Us and get access to that16

website at that time.  There is www.WCFU.com and then17

there is another one WesternCanadaForUs -- all one18

word -- dot com as well.19

MR. VIGNA:  When we talk about mirror20

website, what does that mean?21

MR. CAMP:  A mirror website?  I don't22

know.  Are you talking about this picture here?  This23

is, I guess, again, technologically speaking, it would24

be a mirror of the website taken at the time.  I call25
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it a picture of the website taken at the time of May1

7th.2

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  The other question3

I had for you is in terms of the -- yesterday we4

listened to a radio show right before the end of the5

adjournment.6

MR. CAMP:  That's correct.7

MR. VIGNA:  Was there also another8

type of media interview that you saw other than the9

radio show?  Was there a TV show?10

MR. CAMP:  I mentioned yesterday11

there was an interview.  It was -- sorry.  There was a12

news story, I think it was the 6:00 news on the date of13

the Anne McLellan Free Ernst Zündel protest out of her14

constituency office and that evening there was, I15

guess, a news article on the protests and Glenn Bahr16

was interviewed on ITV news.  That is one I watched.17

MR. VIGNA:  I would refer you to Tab18

8 on the same topic, the Investigation Report.19

MR. CAMP:  Okay.20

MR. VIGNA:  Paragraph 19.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What page is that,22

Counsel?23

MR. VIGNA:  Page 20, 20 of 32.24

MR. FROMM:  2-0?25
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MR. VIGNA:  Yes, 20 of 32.1

That paragraph there, is it in2

relation to the radio show?  Is there anything that you3

took note of in relation to the -- not the radio show4

only, but the TV show?5

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I mean, like I said,6

the newscast -- it says here:7

"The newscast was broadcast at 68

p.m. on March 31st.  I have seen9

this interview and have a copy10

of it preserved on video tape. 11

The recording was obtained12

directly from Global TV.  In the13

broadcast, a typewritten..."14

-- it should be segment -- at the15

bottom of the screen is "Glenn Bahr."16

And it goes on to say:17

"Glenn Bahr states the18

following:  'I don't think there19

is anything wrong with being20

aware of our racist future and21

being a minority in Canada.'"22

MR. VIGNA:  All right.  You can23

continue where we left off yesterday by going to the24

website.25
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MR. CAMP:  Okay.1

I just want to bring -- I would like2

to bring to Madam Chair's attention on the Peter Warren3

show yesterday that we listened to.  There was talk of4

other chapters in Canada.5

I just want to bring to your6

attention the home page here of Western Canada For Us. 7

On this paragraph, the third paragraph, the bottom8

line:9

"Each western province is headed10

by a chapter providing local11

support and membership."12

However, it states:13

"The Alberta Chapter is the head14

chapter of WCFU.  This is where15

all final decisions are made."16

Again, we were observing a chapter. 17

There was talk on the forum of a chapter being built in18

British Columbia, another one in Manitoba, and on the19

website here, you'll see there is a B.C. Chapter, I20

will try to bring up for you.  British Columbia Chapter21

here.22

We are aware of these chapters being23

built, however, what we want to bring to your attention24

again is that on this portion right here:25
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"If you'd like to write to WCFU1

or make a donation, send cheque,2

money order or well concealed3

cash to our head office."4

Again, our head office, WCFU on Whyte5

Avenue, again.  Just trying to show, Madam Chair that6

the -- again, the control of the WCFU was, again, being7

brought back to Alberta, the same box number that was8

seen on Glenn Bahr's business cards that were being9

distributed and other pieces of literature on the10

website and on pamphlets.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You described12

yesterday, Sergeant Camp, that Suite 306 is just a post13

box?14

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is not an16

office.17

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  I didn't18

go to that place myself.  I had the beat constables on19

Whyte Avenue check that out for me and that is the20

information they gave me.21

Again, just to reiterate, I will22

bring this up here.  I am trying to show here that23

Glenn Bahr is the WCFU president and Alberta Chapter24

head.  This address as well and all final decisions are25
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made through this chapter, the Alberta Chapter.1

If I could, Madam Chair, I would just2

like to go over a few highlights of the Peter Warren3

Show yesterday, unless you basically got the full4

content of the conversation between Peter Warren and5

Glenn Bahr.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Carry on.7

MR. CAMP:  What I noticed on the8

interview between Peter Warren and Glenn Bahr is that9

Glenn Bahr is introduced on the show as the founder and10

president and there is discussion on the show about his11

website.12

There is explanations on -- by Glenn13

Bahr on what the WCFU stands for, defending their14

philosophies.  There is conversations in regards to15

what he claims on the website and his response by Glenn16

Bahr in regards to what he is claiming on the website.17

There is a conversation that occurs18

where Peter Warren explained to Glenn Bahr that, "on19

your website you can fake a password and get on that20

site, it is very easy to do," and Glenn Bahr responds,21

"right," basically saying that Peter Warren is correct. 22

It is basically accessible to anybody.23

And there is conversation between24

Warren and Glenn Bahr about the links on the -- what25
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Peter Warren, I think, refers to as white supremacy1

sites and Glenn Bahr responds that it is a resource2

centre, his site, again, talking about the site and the3

type of content they want to have linked into that4

site.5

He also mentions with the caller6

named Richard, there is conversation between Richard7

and Glenn that he is noted as SS-88 on the website, and8

then Glenn Bahr states that he is called Glenn on the9

website.10

I want to highlight that, because I11

will show you as the -- we peruse this website when we12

get into the hate that there is a lot of posts by13

Glenn.  And prior to that there is posts by SS-8814

before changing his acronym to Glenn.15

Also of note was the conversation16

between Richard and Glenn Bahr about the content on the17

forum and that Richard was complaining that Glenn bans18

people from the forum.  At one point Glenn Bahr states,19

of course I am going to ban them.  And content of that20

conversation was about, I guess, violent rhetoric or21

profanity.22

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, do you23

remember in the interview at one point Mr. Bahr says to24

one of the callers, you are not 'X', I don't remember25
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the name, but you are Peter Kouba.1

MR. CAMP:  Right.2

MR. VIGNA:  Can you explain who those3

individuals are?4

MR. CAMP:  Peter Kouba, he was a5

member of WCFU and when the WCFU website went up and6

the organization was formed, from the rhetoric that7

occurred between a number of the persons on that8

website, it appeared that Peter Kouba and Glenn Bahr9

had a major falling out and Peter Kouba was banned from10

the website.11

MR. VIGNA:  And I believe Peter Kouba12

was one of the witnesses you interviewed later?13

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.14

MR. VIGNA:  So continue from where15

you were on the website.16

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  Madam Chair, we are17

getting close to the end of trying to link Glenn Bahr18

to the WCFU website, so I am just going to bring you to19

a few highlights from the website on May 7th.  I am20

going to bring you down to page 198.21

What we have here is the pamphlets22

that were being distributed in Leduc on the WCFU23

website.  What you will notice is the -- not only the24

pamphlet, but again, the address of the box office and25
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e-mail.  Sorry, not the e-mail but the website address.1

MR. VIGNA:  You are referring to2

HR-7, I believe.3

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?4

MR. VIGNA:  You are referring to HR-75

for the record, the pamphlets that were sent to you by6

the Leduc constable.7

MR. CAMP:  Right.8

MR. VIGNA:  They were produced under9

HR-7.10

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.11

MR. VIGNA:  I am just mentioning it12

for the purposes of the record.13

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, that is correct.14

MR. VIGNA:  That is what you are15

looking at on the website right now?16

MR. CAMP:  This is page 198 and I am17

presuming this is where the pamphlets were pasted on18

the website and downloaded for print and they use the19

downloads to print out copies to distribute.20

To bring you to another page in21

the -- page 205 on the website.  Actually, I will bring22

you to 203.  This is what you can tab into.  If you23

pull up this portion of the website, at the time you24

could go into this title "Generic WCFU Cards" and it25
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will bring you right to the Western Canada For Us1

business cards, but what is of note here is the author2

here is Glenn Bahr.3

Then I will bring you down to the4

actual -- again, page 205, Generic WCFU Cards, Glenn5

Bahr is the author.  But it says here:6

"Generic WCFU cards ready for7

print.  Take PDF into a print8

shop.  I had 500 cards printed9

and cut for $70."10

MR. VIGNA:  Is that the business card11

we produced under HR-5, Tab 16?12

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, there is actually a13

picture of it here on page 207.  There we are there.14

Again, from that comment that was15

made previously about distribution, this looks like,16

again, you print up and cut them and then distribute,17

which, I guess, correlates in some way to the -- make18

sense since there was business cards being circulated19

in Old Strathcona and this is the community that Glenn20

Bahr lived in at 106 and 80th Ave.21

MR. VIGNA:  Now you are on page 20722

of the website, correct?23

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.24

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, just25
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mention each time the page you are on so the record1

will reflect it and it will be easier to follow the2

transcripts later on.3

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.4

Okay, I am going to bring you down to5

page 210.  This may be a duplicate here, I think, of6

what we talked about yesterday.  Yes, it is.  Again,7

those are just the pictures that are posted by Glenn.8

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 210?9

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.10

Then going to the forum section, the11

discussion forum, the pages actually start on page 330.12

Actually, they start a bit earlier,13

but what I am going to show you here are some of --14

sorry, Madam Chair.  I will get to 330 here.15

What you will see, I am not going to16

take you through every single one of these because17

there is just so many, but what I am highlighting here,18

again, to show that there is a link towards Glenn Bahr19

and his content control of the website, as you see20

SS-88 is the author of this post and also the head21

administrator.22

I want to note, as well, the flag23

that is being used here because, as the posts by SS-88,24

who is noted as the head administrator, continue, he25
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does actually change his acronym from SS-88 to Glenn,1

G-L-E-N-N.2

MR. VIGNA:  Now you are on page 3303

of the website?4

MR. CAMP:  This is page 330.5

MR. VIGNA:  Title is "Zündel Doesn't6

Warrant Security Certificate"?7

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  Again,8

what SS-88 does in a number of these posts, and I will9

just show you a few of them, is he will paste a copy of10

a news article, usually along the lines of immigration11

issues, Zündel, racial issues, religious issues, and12

the post seems to be as the hundreds of them go13

through -- not the hundreds, but the hundred or so that14

go through, to invoke or there to be provocative to15

invoke discussion on the forum.16

Some posts will -- there will be not17

much discussion after the post after the news article,18

and sometimes there will be a fair amount, depending on19

the content.20

So, again, SS-88, a long post.  So a21

number of these pages have the moniker of SS-88 as the,22

again, head administrator where a thread starter will23

start as a topic.  "Edmonton Meeting a Smashing24

Success," for example, where they will paste a copy of25
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the story.1

So I won't go through all of these,2

but I want to just highlight a couple on page 386. 3

Sometimes there will be a post that starts on location,4

either discussing location of a meeting and towerDB is5

the author of this thread starter and then there is6

subsequent responses.7

Again, not only does SS-888

proactively post articles and conversation pieces, he9

actually takes part in discussion which shows to me10

that he is not just pasting but he is actually taking a11

look at the site and monitoring the discussions that12

are taking place as well.13

I will take you down to page 40414

where there is discussion about business ideas for15

Whiteville.16

MR. VIGNA:  Can you read a bit the17

contents of this discussion?18

MR. CAMP:  WhiteEuroCanadian19

suggests:20

"What kind of business would you21

like to see in Whiteville?  What22

businesses do you think are a23

must for a prosperous community? 24

What should be built first? 25
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What should be our prioritys?"1

Basically putting it out there asking2

a question to the people involved in discussion on the3

forum.4

Again, what is interesting to me is5

that, not only, again, is SS-88, he is not just posting6

things for discussion, he is actually taking part as a7

head administrator in discussion, which brings to me8

knowledge of the content of the forum.9

MR. VIGNA:  That is the blurb where10

it says:11

"I think it would be a great..."12

MR. CAMP:13

"I think it would be great to14

start a pub.  That would bring15

in a lot of revenue for16

Whiteville."17

MR. FROMM:  And what page is that?18

MR. CAMP:  Page 404.19

MR. VIGNA:  Were you able to --20

sorry, Sergeant Camp.  Where it says WhiteEuroCanadian,21

do you know who that is?22

MR. CAMP:  We think it might be the23

old proud18, which is Peter Kouba.24

MR. FROMM:  What is the date of that25
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post?1

MR. CAMP:  Tuesday, March 9th, 2004.2

Madam Chair, the dates will be posted3

on this forum on this site.4

Again, there is a number of posts5

that are started by SS-88.  I am just going to peruse6

down a little bit in regards to this conversation. 7

What I am trying to show as well is that it is not just8

SS-88 that begins a thread to provoke conversation,9

like this one here.10

Again, as we see, the content of the11

material that is posted is usually, like I said, on12

immigration issues, racial issues, religious issues in13

Canada, but also that he responds to posts.  I will14

give you another example.  On page 462, where there is15

an anonymous author here, person named Phoenix, I16

guess, is introducing himself to the WCFU, who this17

person is, and then SS-88 responds:18

"I am honoured to be in your19

presence, Phoenix.  Thank you20

for the introduction.  It was21

well worth the wait."22

And the conversation by Phoenix is23

about being a national socialist and that:24

"Books that have inspired me are25
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White Power, This Time the World1

by Commander George Lincoln2

Rockwell, who is the author of3

White Power.  Mein Kampf."4

Et cetera.5

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 462?6

MR. CAMP:  Yes.7

Again, SS-88 responds.  Actually, it8

looks like he is quite excited to meet Phoenix and,9

again, he is the head administrator.10

Continuing to another page, 523. 11

What you see here is this is a post now by Glenn on12

April 6th, it is further on into the -- it is a month13

after the website being established.  He has now moved14

over to Glenn.  The moniker is the same, head15

administrator.  Notice here on this subject matter they16

are talking about their favourite sayings on this17

discussion thread.18

What you see is:19

"My honour is my loyalty. 20

Heinrich Himmler, SS21

Reichsführer."22

Which is similar to a number other of23

posts by SS-88 on Stormfront.org when he was24

introducing the concept of the WCFU website and25
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formation of a Western Canada For Us.1

MR. VIGNA:  And that is on page 523?2

MR. CAMP:  523.3

MR. VIGNA:  So if you look at that --4

what you just described there, it is pretty much the5

same as the other postings, except for the Glenn6

replaces SS-88?7

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  And just8

to note, on the Peter Warren Show, Glenn Bahr does say9

that he goes by Glenn on the website.  The Peter Warren10

Show was in -- I think it was April.  I would have to11

double check the exact date.12

MR. VIGNA:  On your -- if you look at13

your Investigation Report, Tab 8, page 20, which you14

looked at earlier, paragraph 19.15

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, it was late March16

2004.17

I will take you to Tab 5 -- on page18

596.  Again, this is not the one I wanted to look at,19

but I could go through all of the posts and you will20

see so many with Glenn or SS-88 starting a post or21

starting a thread with a post.22

Again, I am going to go to page 596. 23

I am just going to go to what this -- basically this24

person Exterminance begins a thread with posts titled25
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"Winds of War," discussing issues that Stormfront.org1

is having.2

MR. VIGNA:  They talk about3

Jewishwatch in that posting.  Are you familiar with4

that website?5

MR. CAMP:  I have only looked at it a6

few times over the course of my history in Hate Crimes7

Unit.  It is a -- what I would consider an anti-Semitic8

site.  I don't know who the administrator of that9

website is.  From my recollection, it is just a site10

that monitors what I would say Jewish community11

internationally for the sake of preserving the white12

race.  In other words, they will really focus in on13

Jewish persons that are leaders in business, banking,14

politics.  It seems to be a site that wants to prove15

that there is a Jewish conspiracy to take over the16

world.17

Again, the reason I wanted to show18

you this thread starter was to show, again, that Glenn19

does also respond to and involve himself in discussion. 20

This one it says:21

"In regards to those issues that22

Exterminance talks about, this23

is horrible news.  Without the24

internet, our fight will be much25
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harder and networking is going1

to be almost impossible.  Thanks2

for the information, Bill.  I3

was wondering what happened to4

Stormfront."5

I will take you to page 604.  It is a6

post by Glenn as the head administrator, an article7

Ernst Zündel's, I guess, fight at this time to stay in8

Canada, and on this thread -- so I just wanted to show9

that, again, it is posted as Glenn.10

MR. VIGNA:  This is page 607?11

MR. CAMP:  It started on page 604 and12

goes down to 607, and another one on 608 by Glenn in13

regards to David Duke.14

MR. VIGNA:  Can you read us a bit of15

this article of Dave Duke.  You mentioned yesterday16

David Duke?17

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, David Duke is what18

is considered by many a well -- he is notoriously --19

has quite a reputation as a white supremacist, ex-KKK20

member and leader.  Again, the reason I show this post21

is that not only is SS-88 using that moniker Glenn, as22

well, from what we are able to extract, they are one23

and the same, Glenn and SS-88.24

MR. FROMM:  What page is that?25
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MR. CAMP:  That thread starter was on1

page 608.2

MR. FROMM:  To 610?3

MR. CAMP:  That's right.4

MR. VIGNA:  In terms of the contents5

of that posting, Sergeant Camp, can you read us a bit6

and give us a bit of the highlights, for example, right7

near the end "as you know."8

MR. CAMP:  Well, when I read this9

one, it was apparent to me that David Duke had written10

an article from prison and mentioned it on the 16th of11

May, 2004:12

"I'll finally be released from13

the American gulag.  I urge you14

to meet with me two weeks later15

on Saturday, May 29th. 16

Activities and leaders from17

America and around the world18

will come to New Orleans for a19

weekend European-American unity20

and leadership conference. 21

Speakers will include many22

dynamic leaders, activists and23

scholars who have dedicated24

themselves to our25
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European-American rights and1

heritage, anti-Zionism and2

revisionism."3

Third paragraph mentions:4

"As you know, I am the only5

openly pro-European and6

anti-Zionist political candidate7

in recent times who twice won8

over 60 percent of the white9

American vote in major10

elections."11

On this one here, I will go up to the12

thread starter.13

MR. VIGNA:  Page 617.14

MR. CAMP:  Page 617.  It looks as if15

the thread is an idea hatched by Phoenix, start of16

thread to keep everybody informed here in Canada17

"concerning our fellow kinsmen, racial struggle in18

Great Britain."  It discusses what is happening with19

the BNP, or the British National Party.20

What is of note here is the -- again,21

the reason I am showing this is to show that Glenn is22

also involved in discussion saying:23

"Thank you for the updates.  I24

will make this a sticky so you25
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can add updates."1

Sounds like Glenn is going to open up2

what is called a sticky on the website so people can3

add information onto his website in regards to this4

issue.5

MR. VIGNA:  That slogan right below6

in red there, what does it mean?  Can you read it to us7

first and then tell us if you can understand what is8

implied?9

MR. CAMP:  The one that says:10

"We pledge our trust and loyalty11

to each other and our race."12

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah.13

MR. CAMP:  What does it mean?  I14

guess it means just what it says.  Where the quote came15

from, I am sure it is not Glenn.  Probably taken from16

somebody else.  I am not sure if that would be Adolf17

Hitler, Heinrich Himmler, Goren, Alolf Eikman.  I am18

not quite sure.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sir, I notice --20

MR. FROMM:  I have got to object to21

this.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry?23

MR. FROMM:  I have to object.  The24

expression of hostility to Mr. Glenn -- Mr. Bahr is25
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really intolerable.  The comment that, I am sure he1

didn't originate, it was maybe Adolf Hitler, maybe2

somebody else.  If Sergeant Camp knows who originated3

it, that is one thing, but I think we can present the4

evidence without further slandering my client.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.6

Sergeant, under where it says "head7

administrator," it says "posts 475."  From what you8

have reviewed this website, does that mean that Glenn9

has 475 posts --10

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  -- on the site up12

to that point, being the 4th of May?13

MR. CAMP:  That is right, on websites14

that have discussion forums such as Stormfront.org or15

like this one here, WCFU.com, there will be a16

chronology of posts that are tabulated through time.17

For example, we saw the post on18

Phoenix where he introduced himself, or he or she.  As19

you look down below here, this is a new member, he has20

only got ten posts at that time.  Where if you go back21

to that intro, that is probably post one.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  And I23

would ask you to be cognizant of the fact that --24

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  -- our respondent1

is in the room and treat him with respect.2

MR. CAMP:  Absolutely.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Let us carry on.4

MR. CAMP:  I will take you to page5

664.  It is an introduction by a person named Canadian6

Aryan, and a response by Glenn.7

MR. VIGNA:  Can you go back to the8

page right before and look at the symbol that is on9

that.  Right before.10

MR. CAMP:  This page here?11

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah.  The symbol that12

is --13

MR. CAMP:  The swastika?14

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah.15

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, it says National16

Socialist and that is a swastika, that is correct, the17

official emblem of the Nazi party in Germany when they18

came to power in 1933.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sergeant, you may20

not be able to answer this right now, but perhaps you21

could take a look, if you can.  When the posts changed22

from SS-88 to Glenn, did the number of posts -- numbers23

start over?  Did it go back to zero or not?24

MR. CAMP:  One thing I didn't do is25
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to see where that change took place.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Maybe if you have2

some time to take a look at that at the break.3

MR. CAMP:  Sure, I can look at that4

later.  Yeah.5

The reason I am bringing you to this6

post is for a couple of reasons.  Glenn, again,7

responds to the content.8

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 665, 64?9

MR. CAMP:  This is page -- it starts10

on 664 and moves over to 665 where Glenn responds again11

and then moves down again to 666.  Or sorry, 665 again.12

The reason this was of note to me,13

there was a post on Stormfront.org in regards to the14

ARA and the alleged or, I guess, harassment by the ARA15

onto Glenn Bahr and one of the posts at the end of it16

says the same comment here:17

"Freeeeedoooommmm."18

MR. VIGNA:  Freedom is spelled in a19

particular way, right?20

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, it looks like "free21

doom."  Like I mentioned yesterday during the posts on22

Stormfront.org, when SS-88 was talking about the ARA23

and their attacks and harassment on him when he was24

trying to establish the Western Canada For Us and he25
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was trying to facilitate that meeting at the Kneehill1

Community Hall.2

On page 738, I just wanted to show3

this was, again, Glenn's response to a thread about St.4

Patty's day.  Everybody is just basically wishing5

themselves a happy St. Patty's day.6

There is a comment here by toth:7

"Story I had to share.. got in8

to work today, not even9

realizing it was St. Patricks10

day.  First thing I saw was a11

lebanese woman with a hat that12

said, 'On Saint Patricks Day,13

I'm Irish!'14

Realizing then it was St.15

Patty's, and being a bit16

perturbed by the hat I went to17

get changed and saw an east18

indian and a nigerian both with19

the same, 'I'm Irish!' Hats.20

It's truly a magical day21

that can make a nigerian irish,22

while retaining their simian23

features."24

And SS-88 here responds.  Again, to25
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show that he is not just posting for provocative1

discussion but also engaging in discussion on the site,2

which leads me to believe he is aware of content on the3

site and the forums.4

MR. FROMM:  I was wondering if you5

could just scroll back to toth?6

MR. CAMP:  Sure.7

MR. FROMM:  And what page is that?8

MR. CAMP:  Page 737.9

MR. FROMM:  And what is that under10

toth's name?11

MR. CAMP:  Moderator.12

Madam Chair, there is a number of13

other posts that have either SS-88 or Glenn.  Again, we14

are just trying to show at this point the links between15

Glenn and SS-88 and WCFU.16

There is just a couple more points I17

want to make in regards to this issue.18

At this point in the investigation,19

after reviewing not only the links that we had that20

shows that Glenn Bahr is the WCFU website content21

controller and that there is actually hate propaganda22

on the website, we brought that information to a Judge,23

a Provincial Court Judge.24

The reason that information was25
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brought to the Judge was to get judicial approval to1

conduct a search warrant at the residence of Glenn Bahr2

on Section 319(2) of the Criminal Code, that being3

willful promotion of hatred.4

MR. VIGNA:  On that issue, Sergeant5

Camp, I would refer you to Tab 15 of the book of6

documents.  I would like you to look through those7

documents and tell us if you recognize the document and8

if they are in connection to what you just mentioned.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry, what10

tab was that?11

MR. VIGNA:  Fifteen of the book of12

documents.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Oh, 15.  Thank you.14

MR. CAMP:  The first page is the15

warrant that was signed by Judge Peter Caffaro after16

reviewing the content.  And the second page and the17

pages that follow are actually the information that was18

put forward to Judge Caffaro.19

MR. VIGNA:  That is what you20

prepared?21

MR. CAMP:  Yes, sir.22

MR. VIGNA:  If I look at the format,23

it seems to be very similar to your Investigation24

Report.25
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MR. CAMP:  Yeah, that is correct.1

MR. VIGNA:  The date of the warrant2

was May --3

MR. CAMP:  May 7th, 2004.4

On that date, I executed the search5

warrant at the residence of Suite Number 1 at6

10644-80th Avenue, the residence of Glenn Bahr, and on7

that date, I had an opportunity to have a discussion8

with Glenn Bahr.9

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to file,10

Madam Chair, at this point, the search warrant, since11

he has been talking about it and come back to it later12

in regards to the circumstances of the execution of the13

warrant.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.15

THE REGISTRAR:  Just the search16

warrant?17

MR. VIGNA:  The entire search warrant18

and the documents that accompany it.  Maybe you could19

describe the last pages also, what they represent and20

then we can file.21

MR. CAMP:  Sorry, what?22

MR. VIGNA:  The documents contained23

in the exhibit, what is that?24

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?25
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MR. VIGNA:  Tab 15.1

MR. CAMP:  M-hm.2

MR. VIGNA:  Looking at the whole tab,3

flip through the pages.  The last pages are what?4

MR. CAMP:  Well, there is an5

additional copy of the search warrant and the last6

pages are the -- I guess the exhibit log of the items7

that were taken out of Glenn Bahr's residence on that8

date.  And the exhibit log was prepared by constable9

Dave Huggins.  He was responsible for search and10

seizing the exhibits in there.11

The main exhibits we were going in12

for were the computer hard drives inside that13

residence.14

MR. VIGNA:  And you were present15

during the search, the execution of the search warrant?16

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.17

MR. VIGNA:  So I would like to file18

the entire document at Tab 15.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, go ahead.20

THE REGISTRAR:  The Warrant to Search21

dated May 7, 2004, signed by Judge Peter M. Caffaro22

with attached information to obtain a search warrant23

prepared by Constable Stephen Camp and attached exhibit24

logs will be filed as Commission Exhibit HR-10.25
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* EXHIBIT NO. HR-10: Warrant to1

Search dated May 7, 2004, signed2

by Judge Peter M. Caffaro with3

attached information to obtain a4

search warrant prepared by5

Constable Stephen Camp and6

attached exhibit logs7

MR. VIGNA:  On the same issue, since8

we are there, I understood from your testimony that9

there was photos that were taken?10

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, there were photos11

taken of some of the seized property that were --12

MR. VIGNA:  We will come back to it13

later, but let's file the photos at this point.14

I will show you the photos and you15

tell us if you can recognize the photos and if they are16

in connection with the search warrant.17

MR. CAMP:  Yes, these are -- and the18

first -- well, we will go through it quickly page by19

page.  It is a flag with the iron cross and the20

swastika.21

The second page is the swastika with22

the insignia of the National Socialist Party, or the23

Nazi party.  Third White Pride Worldwide flag.  The24

next one is a swastika with the eagle and the swastika25
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surrounding the four corners of the encircled swastika.1

The next one, iron cross with the2

eagle on a flag.  Next one is a flag, similar to the3

moniker, actually, on the website.4

The next one is a flag of totenkopf5

or the death head.  This was a symbol that is used by6

the SS members that were responsible for guarding the7

concentration camps, transit camps, slave labour camps8

and death camps in Europe during the Germany's9

occupation.10

The next flag is the SS bullets that11

you see predominantly on the members of the SS under12

Heinrich Himmler.  National Socialist or the Nazi flag,13

the Nazi party during Hitler's reign.14

MR. FROMM:  Sorry, which page?  I am15

not quite sure which page we are on in HR-11.16

MR. VIGNA:  He is showing you the17

photograph, Mr. Fromm.18

MR. FROMM:  Yes, I know, but which19

one?20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We are on the tenth21

page in.  So he was just discussing the ninth page.22

MR. CAMP:  The next flag is -- has23

the swastika, the death head or totenkopf, the SS24

bullets and the iron cross.25
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The next one has the SS lighting1

bolts and the death head again, or totenkopf.2

The next page is a picture of two3

computers that were seized.4

MR. VIGNA:  That were seized in which5

apartment?6

MR. CAMP:  Suite Number 1 at7

10644-80th Avenue, residence of Glenn Bahr.8

Next page is posters that were found9

in there of -- that were submitted as an exhibit, the10

"unwanted" posters.11

MR. VIGNA:  That is the exhibit HR --12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  17.  It is Tab 17. 13

It doesn't look as though Tab 17 has been entered as an14

exhibit yet.  You might want to attend to that at some15

point.16

Sergeant, it looks as though there is17

more than just posters in this photograph.  It is kind18

of hard to see, but it would appear that there is19

newspaper articles, some posters and perhaps you can20

tell me if what looks to be underneath the posters are21

other copies of the same poster.22

And then there is something in the23

top left, if you could describe this.24

MR. CAMP:  The top left, I am not25
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sure what that is.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Not sure?2

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, can I see3

HR-4?  I think it was the same thing as Tab 17, HR-4. 4

It is a three-page document.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, you are right. 6

It is.7

MR. VIGNA:  Is this the same as --8

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, there was a small9

pile of those documents in Glenn Bahr's residence, that10

is correct.11

MR. VIGNA:  So that is the third page12

of HR-4.13

MR. CAMP:  Sure.14

The documents to the right is15

newspaper articles that were cut out.16

The next page there is some books17

that were found there, "Your Heritage."  The one to the18

right of that one, "Knight of the Crown," and that19

symbol in the middle there is the symbol of KKK, the20

cross and the blood drop.21

MR. VIGNA:  Where?22

MR. CAMP:  It is on the book that is23

titled Knight of the -- I think it says Crown.  I could24

be wrong.  "Knight of the Cross."  Sorry.25
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MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant, if you look at1

the book right beneath it, the SS there.2

MR. CAMP:  SS culture.3

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah.4

MR. CAMP:  Right.5

MR. VIGNA:  The symbol, is it the6

same symbol used by SS-88?7

MR. CAMP:  Well, he uses the SS in8

his moniker.9

MR. VIGNA:  The shape of the 'S'10

and --11

MR. CAMP:  I will have to check here. 12

That is the way it is utilized as the moniker.  It is13

not the same as the lightning bolts.14

Another book in the bottom left of15

National Socialism with the swastika.16

On the next page, book Called "White17

Power" by George Lincoln Rockwell.  The one to the18

right I can't read.  Bottom left "Might is Right." 19

Bottom right, the "Nazi-Sozi" by Dr. Joseph Goebbels.20

Now, Joseph Goebbels was a member of21

Hitler's party and he was the propaganda minister,22

Joseph Goebbels.23

Next page, "Mein Kampf" on the top24

left, and I can't read the three books that are there25
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as well.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would the book2

titles be identified in the exhibit log?  I am not3

asking you to cross-check them, but I just wonder?4

MR. CAMP:  I could check on the5

break.6

The next page we have the "Turner7

Diaries."  "Turner Diaries" is prohibited literature8

under the Canada Customs and Revenue.9

The next page we have the 'Protocols'10

and "Doctors of Death," the needle and swastika.11

MR. VIGNA:  Not to interrupt you,12

Sergeant Camp, but in the exhibit log, if you look at13

page 2 of 8, I think you have some of the titles there,14

"Turner Diaries."  "White Power," number 7.15

MR. CAMP:  I will take a look at the16

break to see if I can match the titles to the pictures,17

unless you found them.18

MR. VIGNA:  Most of them are there,19

but you can look at it at the break.  I just wanted to20

bring it to your attention.21

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  Thank you.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't know that23

it is worth spending your time on, frankly.  We have24

got the information here.25
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MR. CAMP:  On the next page we have a1

couple of -- there is three videos here.  One is a2

video titled "Romper Stomper."  It is a fictional3

account of a skinhead group in Europe starring Russell4

Crowe.  There is a video of This is the Klan and5

another video, "Welcome to the Knights," knights being6

the Ku Klux Klan.7

MR. VIGNA:  Have you watched those8

videos?9

MR. CAMP:  I have watched Romper10

Stomper.11

MR. VIGNA:  What is it about, in12

general?13

MR. CAMP:  It is about a skinhead14

group -- I have seen it years ago, and their -- I guess15

their story trying to stay together as a group.  I16

can't remember what country it was in.  I think it was17

United Kingdom it was based out of.18

Next page I can't read the title of19

that.  I think it is a CD.  The next page a number of20

patches that were found there, iron cross patches. 21

Again, in the middle there, there is a flag that is22

the -- noted as a moniker for Glenn and SS-88 on WCFU. 23

We have a number of swastikas and SS lightning bolts,24

German eagle, the totenkopf death head.25
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Next page are just envelopes that are1

addressed to Glenn Bahr at that address.2

On the next page we have a3

bomber-style black jacket.  I think it is black.  I4

will say a bomber-style jacket with a German eagle and5

a swastika.6

MR. VIGNA:  Is that a jacket for a7

male or a female?8

MR. CAMP:  It could be either.  It9

could be worn by a male.  It is a larger jacket.  I10

mean, we presumed it was Glenn Bahr's.  In fact, in our11

surveillance of Glenn Bahr, I have seen him wear the12

jacket that I would say is this jacket.13

And on the next page a number of14

pieces of clothing.  Again, pictures of totenkopf, the15

Waffen SS, which is a division of the SS and the Hitler16

under Heinrich Himmler.  We have skinheads with the17

German eagle and the swastika.  We have 88.18

The next page we have a book titled19

"Auschwitz: The Final Count," and another book, I think20

it is titled "Book of Shadows."21

On the next page we have a number of22

pamphlets, again, "For Their Sake," in a box and23

another small box with the WCFU business cards.24

MR. VIGNA:  I would like you to look25
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at HR-7, I believe.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is HR-7 in the2

binder or is that a loose leaf?3

MR. VIGNA:  It is a loose leaf.4

I would like you to look at the5

second page of HR-7, which was a document which was6

sent to you by the Constable Grabowski from the7

R.C.M.P., I believe.8

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.9

MR. VIGNA:  And compare it to the10

flyers that are seized.11

MR. CAMP:  They are identical.12

MR. VIGNA:  They are identical?13

MR. CAMP:  Yes, when we looked at the14

flyers in the house, they are the same flyers.15

And on the next page we have a number16

of pieces of jewelry.  Again, iron crosses, swastikas,17

totenkopf death heads, SS lightning bolts.18

Next page, a number of CDs, I can't19

see the titles on those.  So I will move on to the next20

page, an application for membership into the Aryan21

Nations.22

MR. VIGNA:  Are you familiar with the23

Aryan Nations?24

MR. CAMP:  Just on general literature25
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I have read on the Aryan Nations.1

MR. VIGNA:  What can you tell us2

about them?3

MR. CAMP:  Used to be run by Pastor4

Richard Butler.  It is a fusion of white supremacy and,5

I guess, religion that shows -- I guess they advocate6

for white nation being God's chosen people and that all7

other races are mud people and, I guess, subservient or8

not as good as the white race, according to God.9

MR. VIGNA:  And on the website is10

there reference to the Aryan Nations, the WCFU and the11

Stormfront sites?12

MR. CAMP:  I would have to check the13

links on the website to see if he included that in his14

links.15

MR. VIGNA:  Do you want to check?16

MR. CAMP:  I think he did.  I think17

there was.  Like I said, we can get to that and see if18

there is a link in March to the Aryan Nations website.19

As far as the Aryan Nations, they20

also advocate for the -- I should say part of their21

mission statement is that the Jews are the son of Satan22

from the blood line of Cain and that they have an23

innate desire to rule the world.  Again, that is from24

the, I guess, general literature I have read on the25
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Aryan Nations and from their website.1

MR. VIGNA:  Can you move on to the2

last two photographs?3

MR. CAMP:  A small flag of -- that4

includes the swastika.  I can't remember what the5

pamphlets next to those are.6

And on the last page, there is a7

newspaper article from the Red Deer Advocate that is --8

and on the bottom right-hand portion of that newspaper9

there is an article titled "Supremacists' Plan No10

Surprise to Police" and that article is posted on the11

website.12

MR. VIGNA:  The Red Deer Advocate is13

a newspaper from the Red Deer locality?14

MR. CAMP:  It is from the City of Red15

Deer, that is right.16

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to enter,17

Madam Chair, these photos and perhaps we can number18

them in chronological order.19

THE REGISTRAR:  I don't understand.20

MR. VIGNA:  They haven't been filed.21

THE REGISTRAR:  You don't want to22

file them under the same number?23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  HR-11, Counsel.24

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  That is fine. 25
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HR-11.1

THE REGISTRAR:  And these were copies2

of items that were seized at Mr. Bahr's residence?3

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah.4

THE REGISTRAR:  31-page document5

containing copies of articles seized at Mr. Bahr's6

residence during the search will be filed as Commission7

Exhibit HR-11.8

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-11: 31-page9

document containing copies of10

articles seized at Mr. Bahr's11

residence during the search12

MR. VIGNA:  They will be numbered 113

to 31.  We will number them 1 to 31.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So HR-11-1?15

MR. VIGNA:  Just the numbers of the16

pages in case we have to refer to them.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Maybe we can18

just all number our -- is that okay?19

THE REGISTRAR:  Sure.  Yeah, that is20

fine.21

MR. FROMM:  Just a remark at the very22

end on the last item, I guess, on page 31. 23

"Supremacists' Plans No Surprise to Police."  I think24

Sergeant Camp said this was on the website.  I am just25
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wondering what website is this?1

MR. CAMP:  The WCFU website.2

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, we are3

going to go back to the website eventually, but since4

we are on the warrant issue, we might as well deal with5

it right now.  It is in Tab 15.6

MR. CAMP:  Right.7

MR. VIGNA:  We filed it as HR-10.8

MR. CAMP:  Right.9

MR. VIGNA:  Just tell us the date of10

the -- ten?11

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?12

MR. VIGNA:  Tell us the date of the13

execution of the warrant and what you witnessed when14

you actually went to the residence of Mr. Bahr and if15

you took statements from individuals, et cetera.  You16

can perhaps refer also to your Investigation Report,17

which is Tab 8, which is basically contained in your18

information.19

MR. CAMP:  Right.20

MR. VIGNA:  So you obtained the21

search warrant.22

MR. CAMP:  I am just going to review23

just a few notes here, sir.24

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.25
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MR. CAMP:  Okay.  When we went into1

the residence, I explained to him why we were there, to2

execute a search warrant for the website, willful3

promotion of hatred, Section 319.  I asked if there4

were weapons or drugs in the house.  He replied there5

was not.6

I asked where his computers were.  He7

said they were in the bedroom.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sergeant Camp, what9

are you reading from?  Is that Tab 8?10

MR. CAMP:  I am just reading from, I11

am sorry, Tab 8, page 28, paragraph 41.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.13

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, before14

going to the actual execution, can you tell us by15

looking at your report how you were able to determine16

the address where Mr. Glenn Bahr was, surveillance, et17

cetera.18

MR. CAMP:  Right.  There were a19

number of methods we used to determine that Glenn Bahr20

was living at that residence.21

We got a phone call from Canada22

Customs & Revenue.  One of the constables there23

explained to me that some mail was coming through for24

Glenn Bahr and that they gave us a call because we had25
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Glenn Bahr on CPIC as a subject of interest and he1

explained to me that the address of Glenn Bahr where2

this mail was going to was Suite Number 1, 10644-80th3

Avenue.4

Secondly, that Mr. Austin went out to5

that address and noted there was a blue Tacoma pick-up6

truck located at that address with a licence plate7

number which came up to Glenn Bahr under B.C. motor8

vehicles.  So not only was the envelope going to that9

address for Glenn Bahr, but his truck was noted as10

being seen there.11

I also received information from a12

source, it was a confidential source, that Glenn Bahr13

lives at that address.  Again, I am referring to14

portions of the report on page 21, starting at15

paragraph 20.16

With the information I received from17

Mr. Austin, I did determine by doing motor vehicle18

checks that Glenn Bahr does have a 1998 Toyota Tacoma,19

blue, B.C. licence plate, registered to him.20

When we were doing surveillance at21

the Anne McLellan free Ernst Zündel, I observed Glenn22

Bahr inside a blue Tacoma.  Beat Constable Jensen23

observed the vehicle.  She was a Whyte Avenue foot24

patrol officer.  I notified the Whyte Avenue beats to25
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be on the lookout for this vehicle.1

That vehicle was noted that the2

address a few times.  I went out myself and saw this3

truck parked in the rear parking lot in a stall on a4

couple of different dates as well, and that the stall5

was being -- that the truck was parked in was assigned6

to Suite Number 1.7

Again, the beat officer reported to8

me that the vehicle, again, was seen on a different9

date in that stall at 10644-80th Avenue for Stall10

Number 1, and on another date observed the truck --11

this was on May 6, the day before the warrant, parked12

at that address for Stall Number 1.  And I spoke to the13

apartment managers and confirmed that Glenn Bahr lives14

there and I showed them a picture of Glenn.15

MR. VIGNA:  Apartment managers, their16

names, what was that?17

MR. CAMP:  Todd and Laurie Keeler.18

MR. VIGNA:  What did you show them?19

MR. CAMP:  A picture of Glenn Bahr.20

MR. VIGNA:  What did they tell you?21

MR. CAMP:  They said it looks like22

the guy that lives in Suite Number 1.  The suite was23

actually registered to a woman by the name of Corinne24

Bundschuh.  Corinne was seen with Glenn Bahr when we25
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were doing surveillance on Glenn Bahr at the Anne1

McLellan or Free Ernst Zündel protest in late March. 2

That was it.3

MR. VIGNA:  Page 22, what is the next4

steps you took in terms of trying to obtain the search5

warrant and contacting the cable company, et cetera? 6

Page 22 of the report.7

MR. CAMP:  On page -- sorry,8

paragraph 24, I confirmed with Shaw Cable and internet9

operations that group, Shaw is providing high-speed10

internet access to that residence.11

MR. VIGNA:  24(b)?12

MR. CAMP:  This information was13

third-hand that Glenn Bahr does have web design14

experience and that he was employed as a web designer15

in Red Deer at Kaster Stener Publications.  Again, this16

was confirmed by Corporal Barry Larocque, R.C.M.P. Red17

Deer when Glenn Bahr was living in Red Deer at that18

time.19

This would be about the same time as20

the Kneehill Community Hall rally that they were21

planning in February, and at that time Glenn Bahr was22

living in Red Deer and Corporal Larocque had23

conversations with Glenn Bahr in Red Deer about that.24

MR. VIGNA:  And 24(c) there is a25
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mention of a website and advertising.  What can you1

tell us about that?2

MR. CAMP:  Basically Glenn bar does3

advertise on a website,  www.Beyond-imagi-nation.com4

that he is a web designer and the that website is5

called -- he advertises on is called "Beyond6

Imagination."  It says:7

"Welcome to Beyond Imagination,8

Glenn Bahr's on-line portfolio."9

And markets the work he can do in10

regards to building a website, including11

professional -- sorry, graphic design.12

MR. VIGNA:  And you visited this13

website?14

MR. CAMP:  Yes, I did.  I think I15

took a copy of it, too.  I just want to check my16

exhibits, Madam Chair.  It is not here.17

MR. VIGNA:  So as a result of this,18

you request a warrant from a Judge?19

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.20

MR. VIGNA:  That is what we produced21

under HR-10, I believe?22

MR. CAMP:  That is right.23

MR. VIGNA:  You obtained the warrant?24

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.25
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MR. VIGNA:  And then you proceed to1

the execution of the warrant in the apartment that is2

mentioned in the warrant?3

MR. CAMP:  That is right.  On the4

afternoon of May 7th, we entered the residence Number 15

at 10644-80 Avenue.  Glenn Bahr was alone in the6

residence.7

MR. VIGNA:  Was there anybody else8

interviewed in relation to that residence?9

MR. CAMP:  Later.  Initially I spoke10

to Glenn after -- I had never met Glenn before.  I was11

not sure when to find in there, so after ensuring that12

we were safe inside that residence and reading him his13

Charter Rights and Caution, there was a brief14

discussion about the website that took place.15

When asked if the site belongs to16

him, he said it does, that he owns the content on the17

website.18

I am going to refer to the portion19

called Accused's Statements on page 9.20

MR. VIGNA:  You are at what tab now?21

MR. CAMP:  This would be Tab 8, page22

9 under Accused's Statements.23

MR. VIGNA:  That is HR --24

MR. CAMP:  It is in the report.25
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MR. VIGNA:  HR-2.1

MR. CAMP:  HR-2, sure.  So in those2

points, there is a few questions that I asked.  He3

mentioned to me that "the website is all my4

responsibility, that it is all mine."  When asked about5

if he was the web designer, he said, yes, he has been6

one for eight years.7

He explained that he was not8

interested in violent action, only protests.  He said9

that he built it and designed it.  Again, said "it's10

all mine."  Explained that his roommate had nothing to11

do with it and that it was all his doing.12

He explained that he was SS-88 since13

January of 2003, both on Stormfront and WCFU.  He14

admitted to being the moderator and the head15

administrator.16

He did understand that you don't have17

to be a member to view the content of the WCFU website,18

including the threads and posts and he explained that19

he will shut the site down.20

If you remember the posts of SS-88 on21

Stormfront on subsequent days, May 8th and 9, there was22

posts from -- I think it was May 8th, actually, SS-8823

on Stormfront saying that the WCFU is no more and the24

website is shut down.25
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MR. VIGNA:  On page 9, I see several1

witnesses that are being -- if you start with page 8,2

can I ask, can you perhaps give us a bit of an3

explanation on each witness, who they are and what the4

relevance they have to the investigation?5

MR. CAMP:  Well, these were -- the6

first two, Charlene Hay and Sandra Navarro are members7

of the Northern Alliance -- sorry, the Northern Alberta8

Alliance on Race Relations.  They viewed the site and9

spoke with me about the -- how the site was, they felt,10

offensive, and that it was hatred.11

Richard Warman had contacted the12

R.C.M.P. Hate Crimes Unit in regards to viewing the13

site, felt that it was a violation of Section 319(2) of14

the Criminal Code.15

Corinne was just a roommate of Glenn16

Bahr and the renter of the Suite Number 1 where Glenn17

Bahr lived, and she wrote a statement saying that the18

WCFU website was owned and operated by Glenn Bahr.19

The next two, Number 5 and 6, are20

customs officers that observed the truck parked outside21

the residence and received the mail coming through22

customs for Glenn Bahr at that address.23

The next two, 7 and 8, are the24

resident managers.25
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MR. VIGNA:  Those are the ones you1

mentioned earlier that you showed the picture?2

MR. CAMP:  That is right.3

I did receive, as well, a phone call4

from Glenn Bahr a couple of days after the search5

warrant.  I should --6

MR. VIGNA:  What page in your report? 7

Is that page 28?8

MR. CAMP:  I don't think I have that9

note in here.  I am just going by memory here.10

MR. VIGNA:  Look at paragraph 43.11

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?12

MR. VIGNA:  Page 28, paragraph 43.13

MR. CAMP:  That was during the search14

warrant.  This was during the course of the search15

warrant.  I am talking about statements that he -- a16

couple of days after the search warrant, Glenn Bahr had17

given me a call, and what Glenn Bahr explained to me18

was that he had shut the website down, that he wants to19

move on with his life, he didn't know this was hate20

propaganda under the Criminal Code and that basically21

the theme of the -- the conversation is that this is22

over, "the website is down, the WCFU is disbanded and I23

am moving back to B.C."24

Basically stating that he didn't know25
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he was violating or breaching the Criminal Code.1

MR. VIGNA:  Now, in terms of the2

computers that you looked at earlier in the photos,3

what did you do with those two computers?4

MR. CAMP:  Those computers were put5

into our Property Control Unit and a request was made6

to our Technological Crimes Section to do a forensic7

analysis on the hard drive and that was done by8

Detective Phil Palamattam.9

Madam Chair, at this point in the10

investigation, no charge was laid.  There was the11

investigation up to the search warrant.  The search12

warrant was just another piece of the puzzle on the13

investigation to ensure that there is reasonable and14

probable grounds to lay a criminal charge.15

I received a two-page report from16

Detective Phil Palamattam, and after speaking with him17

and reviewing the content of that report, I formed the18

opinion that we had the reasonable and probable grounds19

to believe that Glenn Bahr was the owner, operator,20

facilitator of the website and the content controller21

and that charges should be laid.22

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I would like23

to ask a break at that point?24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I beg your pardon?25
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MR. VIGNA:  I would like to ask for a1

break.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, I think that3

is a good idea.  It is 6 minutes after 11, so we will4

have a 15-minute break so that will take us to 11:21 or5

11:22.  We will see you back there, then.6

Thank you.7

--- Upon recessing at 11:06 a.m.8

--- Upon resuming at 11:25 a.m.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Welcome back.10

THE REGISTRAR:  Be seated.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Are we all12

set?13

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, to14

continue where we left off --15

MR. CAMP:  Right.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just, I suppose17

just so the record is clear, the respondent and his18

representative aren't in the room.  Yesterday I gave a19

direction that when I identify the length of a break, I20

was going to recommence the hearing whether or not any21

of the parties or their representatives were in the22

room, and it has been 20 minutes, rather than 15, and23

so I will direct, Counsel, that you proceed.24

Thank you.25
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MR. VIGNA:  To continue where we left1

off, Sergeant Camp, on the issue of the execution of2

the warrant, do you recall we produced photos in which3

one of them was a photo of a computer?4

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.5

MR. VIGNA:  Just in terms of the6

follow-up to the computer, can you tell us what you did7

in terms of having the computer expertise?  Refer to8

Tab 11.9

MR. CAMP:  I requested on -- if you10

look at Tab 11, it is an internal document that I sent11

to our Technological Crimes Section.  You can just pull12

it out of your desk and write it up and send it there13

asking for analysis of the hard drive.14

MR. VIGNA:  That is your Request For15

Services on Tab 11?16

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.17

MR. VIGNA:  And that is your18

signature?19

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  I also20

spoke to the detective as well and gave him more of a21

clear indication of what I was looking for, just22

analysis of the hard drive and that website.  And I23

asked him a couple of things, again, going by memory. 24

What I told him was what I want to find out is if --25
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who operates that website.1

MR. VIGNA:  Slow down a little bit. 2

The three-page document here, just go through it and3

describe it to us and tell us what each page is and4

then we will file it in evidence.5

The first page, the letter?6

MR. CAMP:  Right.7

MR. VIGNA:  Can you mention details?8

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?9

MR. VIGNA:  The details part.10

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, basically asks Tech11

Crimes to conduct an investigation to all material on12

the Western Canada For Us website.  The investigation13

is regarding the website.  Basically they want to know14

why we are asking for a tech analysis, and the15

allegation is the website is owned by Glenn Bahr, he is16

willfully promoting hatred under Section 319(2), and17

forward that to the Alberta Justice once the analysis18

is complete.19

MR. VIGNA:  The second page, you20

mention the charge.21

MR. CAMP:  Again, on that page I22

mention the charge in question, warrant was executed on23

May 7th, relating to an investigation of Western Canada24

For Us website that was developed by Bahr.25
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MR. VIGNA:  And then you ask for two1

things to be determined by the expertise.2

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  Bahr's3

ownership and that he is content administrator of all4

material on the website and wanted to show that he has5

control of what went on the site, that the material6

breaches Section 319(2) of the Criminal Code.7

MR. VIGNA:  Then you mentioned the8

six months for the retention under the Criminal Code?9

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, basically we have10

six months starting '04 August 4 from that date to11

retain that property.12

MR. VIGNA:  On the last page there is13

a bunch of handwriting notes.  Can you tell us if they14

are yours and what they are.15

MR. CAMP:  This is my writing, but16

why I am writing all this stuff down at the time of the17

investigation, I am not sure.  I think it was the --18

yeah.19

Detective Phil Palamattam had asked20

me is there some key words that would speed up the21

process of a tech analysis of a hard drive and by22

reviewing the site for the months that it was up and23

running and by -- I wrote down a list of key words or24

phrases that he might want to look into, and under25
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those key phrases he may find the content of hate1

propaganda.2

I don't think Phil even -- or3

Detective Palamattam even used them to assist him in4

his endeavours.  This was just prior to me doing the5

request and I was making a list of phrases and words6

that I remembered from reviewing the website to maybe7

send to him and add to the file.8

I don't think this was relevant to9

what he was -- what Tech Crimes did, actually.10

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to file this11

document, three-page document in Tab 11.12

THE REGISTRAR:  The Request For13

Services dated May 13th, 2003, will be filed as14

Commission Exhibit HR-12.15

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-12: Request For16

Services dated May 13th, 200317

MR. VIGNA:  As a result of this18

request, you got an expert from Constable Palamattam?19

MR. CAMP:  I can't say if he is an20

expert or not.  He would have to speak to that, but I21

can say that I got analysis of the hard drives later22

that year, and it was sent to Alberta Justice and to23

our section as well.  And I am referring, again, to --24

MR. VIGNA:  Tab 10?25
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MR. CAMP:  -- Tab 10.  That would be1

a copy of the analysis that was put together by the2

detective.3

MR. VIGNA:  Can you tell us what the4

analysis revealed from the Tab 10 and if you got this5

analysis?6

MR. CAMP:  Well, I did get the7

analysis, because we are looking at it.8

I want to direct you to paragraph9

3(d)(1), that there were only two authenticated users10

of the system, administrator -- sorry, administrator11

and guest; that the administrator was the primary user12

of the system, as all evidence obtained was retrieved13

from within that profile; that the person accessing the14

computer as administrator also accessed, number one,15

the web page -- sorry, the web-based e-mail accounts of16

SS-88@Hotmail.com and Glennbahr@yahoo.ca.17

Number two states:18

"The administrative pages of19

Western Canada For Us20

website..."21

Sorry.22

"The administrative pages of the23

Western Canada For Us website24

form as Glenn."25
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Number three:1

"The Stormfront.org website as2

users schadenfrog and SS-88."3

And number four:4

"Numerous other and hate-based5

websites."6

And number five:7

"Garage Sale of Canada Beyond8

Imagination websites, sites both9

noted as being operated by Glenn10

Bahr.  The attached computer11

analysis reports details out12

both content retrieved and13

correspondence occurring between14

the user of Exhibit Number 1 and15

others.16

Notable is that the person17

identified as Glenn with18

administrative rights on the19

Western Canada For Us website is20

seen via retrieved content to be21

able to control aspects of the22

forum from the authentication of23

users to the posting of forum24

materials and to layout and25
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configuration of the web1

application itself."2

Subsection (d) states that:3

"From the image associated to4

the drive from Exhibit Number 2,5

I determined:  Number one, that6

the registered organization and7

owner of the computer are listed8

as 'Beyond Imagination and9

'Glenn' respectively; that of10

the users associated to the11

system, 'SS-88' was found to be12

the primary -- sorry, the13

computer's primary user with all14

evidence obtained having been15

retrieved from within that16

profile."17

And again:18

"That the person accessing the19

computer as 'SS-88' also20

accessed the web based e-mail21

accounts of SS-88@Hotmail.com22

and Glennbahr@yahoo.ca.  The23

administrative pages of the24

Western Canada For Us website25
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forum as 'SS-88' and the1

Stormfront.org website as users2

'SS-88' and numerous other3

hate-based websites."4

MR. VIGNA:  So this was the report5

you got from Sergeant -- I think it is Sergeant --6

MR. CAMP:  Detective Phil Palamattam.7

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah.8

MR. CAMP:  After reading through the9

report, I talked directly to Phil Palamattam and asked10

him in layman's terms, are you telling me that Glenn11

Bahr was the content controller of the material and12

website, and he said yes.13

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to file this14

report, Madam Chair.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.16

MR. FROMM:  I object.  This is17

hearsay.  This is not Sergeant Camp's report.  This is18

another officer's report.  We don't have him here.  We19

can't cross-examine him.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,21

Mr. Fromm.22

The tribunal Rules of Procedure23

direct that strict and formal Rules of Evidence don't24

apply in these proceedings.  I take your point,25
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Mr. Fromm, and certainly that reality will go to1

credibility and weight, but I will allow the document2

to go in as an exhibit.3

Madam Registrar?4

THE REGISTRAR:  The report prepared5

by Detective Palamattam will be filed as Commission6

Exhibit HR-13.7

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-13: Report8

prepared by Detective Palamattam9

MR. VIGNA:  Can you spell the last10

name, Sergeant Camp, for the stenographer.11

MR. CAMP:  Sure. 12

P-A-L-A-M-A-T-T-A-M.13

MR. VIGNA:  And there was the14

Sergeant that signed the document?15

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?16

MR. VIGNA:  The other Sergeant,17

Witten?18

MR. CAMP:  That would be his Staff19

Sergeant Witten, Staff Sergeant in charge of20

Technological Service Unit.21

MR. VIGNA:  You were saying you22

called Detective Palamattam to tell you in lay terms23

what the report meant and you were saying that he told24

you exactly?25
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MR. CAMP:  Basically I am going,1

again, by memory.  I wanted to know does this mean that2

Glenn Bahr is the one who operates the computer and the3

website.  He says, yeah, from the information -- if I4

remember, yeah, he is the one that operates the5

website.6

MR. VIGNA:  On a more general level,7

Mr. Camp, from your computer knowledge, when you are8

dealing with Hotmail and a Hotmail account, have you9

ever dealt with a Hotmail account?10

MR. CAMP:  I don't use the Hotmail11

account.  I have an e-mail.  I don't really know much12

about the Hotmail account.13

MR. VIGNA:  But in terms of e-mail14

account, are you knowledgeable if you need a password15

in order to get to your e-mail?16

MR. CAMP:  Well, I don't need a17

password to get my -- to get onto my computer you don't18

need a password to get on.  But I am not sure if19

maybe -- I don't know.20

MR. VIGNA:  You are not familiar with21

Hotmail.  Okay.  We will move on.22

On Tab 14, just on the same topic.23

MR. CAMP:  Right.24

MR. VIGNA:  Can you tell us what this25
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document represents, if you are familiar with it and1

what it is?2

MR. CAMP:  It is just a copy of the3

chain of custody referring to the computer, the hard4

drive.  It was filled out by Detective Palamattam.  It5

is an internal document, I guess, for their unit's work6

in regards to transferring, I guess, the property up to7

the unit and doing analysis of it and where it went to.8

Again, I am not too familiar with9

their protocols up there.10

MR. VIGNA:  And you were provided11

this document?12

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, and I added it to13

the report.14

MR. VIGNA:  If we can file the15

document just for chronology, Madam Chair.16

THE REGISTRAR:  I am sorry, what tab?17

MR. VIGNA:  Tab 14.18

THE REGISTRAR:  The document entitled19

Chain of Custody, File Number 04-58870 will be filed as20

Commission Exhibit HR 14.21

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-14: Chain of22

Custody, File Number 04-5887023

MR. FROMM:  I object to this -- to24

accepting this as evidence as well because this is --25
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we don't have Detective Palamattam here to verify this.1

MR. VIGNA:  Tab 14?2

MR. FROMM:  Yes.  That is what I am3

looking at.  Chain of Custody.  Well, this is unsigned. 4

There is a squiggle under the signature.  Is that5

Detective Camp's or Palamattam's.6

MR. CAMP:  It is not mine.7

MR. FROMM:  It is not yours, so we8

have basically an unidentified document that verifies,9

I am not sure what.  I don't see that this should be10

accepted as evidence at all.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am inclined to12

agree, frankly, unless you can explain to me or provide13

me with some utility of this particular document, since14

we don't really know what it is, including the witness. 15

Perhaps it is not all that useful to the tribunal and16

if we were to remove it from the record, that might17

sort of keep things nice and tidy.18

MR. VIGNA:  All right, Madam Chair. 19

I won't insist on this document.20

THE REGISTRAR:  The document21

previously filed as HR-14 has been removed from the22

official record.23

*--- Exhibit HR-14 removed from the record24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.25
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MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, go back to1

the -- go back to the computer -- the website and if2

you could continue from where we had left off before we3

interrupted for the issue of the warrant and the4

execution of warrant.5

So we can continue on describing the6

contents of the website and the identity of the7

different individuals with the postings.8

MR. CAMP:  In regards to all the9

pieces of the puzzle, Madam Chair, of showing that10

Glenn Bahr is the content controller, I guess for lack11

of a better term, on the website, the pieces of the12

puzzle I have shown you, I am going to move on to the13

next part, because, like I explained in the beginning,14

in the preamble, there is two things we are trying to15

do, show the link and now, secondly, at the same time,16

is there hate propaganda on the website.17

So what I am going to show you, Madam18

Chair, I won't show you all, again, 786 pages of this19

picture, and there is over 800 pictures -- sorry, 80020

pages of the second picture of the website from March,21

but I will show you a significant amount of highlights22

that we consider together form criminally hate23

propaganda under Section 319.24

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, just in25
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terms of following the understanding of your1

investigation, how you proceeded, could you look at Tab2

8 of your Investigation Report in relation to what you3

are going to be doing.4

MR. CAMP:  M-hm.5

MR. VIGNA:  And you look at page 22. 6

Under Section 3, is this, like, the third stage of the7

investigation?8

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, that would be9

correct.10

What I will do, Madam Chair, before I11

go into it is go back up to try to find the home page12

here.  This is the home page of Western Canada For Us.13

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 1?14

MR. CAMP:  It is page 1.  I refer you15

to the main menu here.  What I am going to be focussing16

on in this segment is the forum, and after we are done17

with the forum, I can also show you from either this18

May 7th picture or the March 31st picture some19

downloads that I viewed as well as links to other20

websites.21

But for this portion here I will22

focus on the discussion forum.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry, and24

which date is this one?25
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MR. CAMP:  This is the May 7th.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  May 7th.  And the2

document or the CD that we had entered yesterday as3

HR-8 has both of those pictures, the May and the March?4

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, the CD has the March5

31st and the May 7th picture.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.7

MR. CAMP:  Start on page 24.  Sorry,8

wrong page.  Page 320, Madam Chair.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry?10

MR. CAMP:  320.  Sorry, I was looking11

at the wrong section here.12

Actually, Madam Chair, just before we13

go into this first page, I am going to refer you to Tab14

8, page 24.15

MR. VIGNA:  That is HR-2, I believe.16

MR. CAMP:  What I did on this date in17

March was I cut and paste from the website a portion of18

a forum that was, as you can see, posted by SS-88, and19

at this point there was 116 posts and the title is the20

"Treaty Song."21

And it goes like this:22

"Well I wish I had a treaty card23

in this land of equality, I24

wouldn't have to work I could25
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party all night and sleep till1

after three.2

I'd get a big, fat squaw3

that could 'pop' out kids at the4

rate of two a year.  I'd get a5

pretty good welfare cheque, play6

the VLTs and I'd run out of7

beer.8

Well I wish I had a treaty9

card in this land of equality. 10

I'd only need grade nine and I'd11

do just fine as a member of the12

government jobs.  Well I could13

hunt and fish any time I wish a14

huntin' licence don't apply to15

me.  Well you could bet your ass16

I'd get my half price gas it's17

only 25 cents a litre for me!18

Well I wish I had a treaty19

card in this land of equality,20

cause if my house burned down or21

I just smashed it up, well I22

wouldn't frown I'd get another23

one from whitetey for free.  I24

wouldn't have to work or go to25
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school, I wouldn't have to pay1

no tax.  I'd just hold out my2

hand and say you stole my land3

and I'd be riding on the gravy4

train!5

I sure wish I had a treaty6

card.7

'My honour is my loyalty.'"8

In quotations again, Heinrich Himmler9

SS Reichsführer.  DL post on 04Mar18 by SS-88.10

And it says on my report, I wrote11

this one myself:12

"This message was posted by Bahr13

as SS-88 on March 18, 2004."14

MR. VIGNA:  Where is that located on15

the website, the literature part or the website itself?16

MR. CAMP:  This would be in the17

forums section of the website.  There was a18

respondent -- a person that responded to this post:19

"OMG that is so priceless! 20

Lol."21

Means laugh out loud.  And then22

states:23

"The worst is when natives come24

into any work asking if they got25
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a movie discount for being1

aboriginal... since white came2

to Canada and stole all their3

DVDs way back when."4

I am not sure what "IMAO" means.5

Back to the website here, there is a6

post by -- on page 320 by WhiteEuroCanadian.  I am just7

going to refer you to paragraph -- the first two8

paragraphs are a welcome, I guess, from WhiteEuro and9

then a message to our foes, and then the next paragraph10

here:11

"The Jews HATE the Palestinians12

to the point that they want to13

commit Genocide against the14

Palestinian people.15

The Hindus HATE the16

Pakistanis to the point of17

launching Nuclear Weapons at18

each other.19

The Chineese HATE the20

Tibetans to a point of21

exterminating them.  Just listen22

to the Dali-Lama.23

The Arabs HATE the Jews to a24

point they use a steady supply25
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of Suicide Bombers.1

The Blacks & Indians HATE2

the White race."3

There is an argument here that4

WhiteEuroCanadian, just to summarize, is saying that5

all different races and religious hate each other and6

that the white race is always being looked upon as the7

ones that are racist, and they are actually just trying8

to show that they are proud of their race and that to9

label them as racists is incorrect.10

What is interesting here, though, is11

he makes some points that the Jews hate, the Hindus12

hate, the Chinese hate, which is a very, I guess, a13

general term to all races and religions.14

Page 327.15

MR. VIGNA:  Wait a second.16

MR. FROMM:  I would like to seek17

clarification.  I understand this was part of Sergeant18

Camp's investigation, part of the reason he recommended19

the laying of charges.  I am wondering, is this --20

first we saw the Treaty Card Song.  Is this part of the21

Commission's case?  I don't think I have seen this in22

the material before.  Is this one of the complaints --23

or one of the postings that the Commission is24

complaining about?25
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MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair --1

MR. FROMM:  Because if it is not, I2

am not going to prepare any questions on it.3

MR. VIGNA:  The whole website is what4

is being complained about.  That is part of the5

website, so there is no dissecting of bits and pieces6

of the website.7

MR. FROMM:  That is unacceptable.  We8

can't defend the whole website.  There are all sorts of9

postings we have seen this morning of people talking10

about St. Patrick's Day, people talking about -- in11

other places people talking about their tattoos, their12

hair styles, their pictures.  Surely that is not being13

complained of.14

We can't -- I don't think it is fair15

to ask anybody to defend the whole website.  I mean,16

show us a specific, underline what the offensive words17

or sentence or phrases are and we can defend that.  But18

to say, well, it is the whole website, well, surely not19

the whole website.  There must be some redeeming20

points.21

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, what I would22

like to submit to you is that basically you will hear23

the evidence on the entire website and entire website24

has been analyzed.  In terms of what is the nature of25
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the website, what is the general theme of the website,1

what is the general purpose of the website, and we will2

be submitting to you in the pleadings that the website3

in general offends Section 13, not only because of one4

particular element but the entirety of the website is5

offensive and violates Section 13.6

In order for you to appraise that,7

you need to have the entire evidence.  Now, if there is8

a -- the complaint is against Western Canada For Us,9

the website, and Glenn Bahr, and I think you need to10

analyze the entire evidence, which is interlinked, to11

be able to actually make a proper determination.12

I don't think we need to dissect it13

or -- even if there is -- from what I understand from14

Mr. Fromm is that there is postings that are not15

directly related to Mr. Bahr; but nevertheless, we have16

seen through the testimony that there is responses to17

the postings by SS-88 or Glenn, so in a sense, he is18

linked to it inevitably at the end because he is19

promoting it, he is encouraging it, he is responding to20

it.21

So the website has a full purpose, it22

has to be analyzed and a full picture.23

MR. FROMM:  That is another question24

entirely.  So far we have had evidence about the25
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website in general.  We have had some evidence that may1

or may not link Mr. Bahr to running it, certainly maybe2

to posting on it.  But that is not what I am asking. 3

That is the evidence in general as to what the Western4

Canada For Us website is.5

Now we are into the part of Sergeant6

Camp's testimony that -- about what he felt violated7

Section 319.  My question to you is this -- that is8

part of the other case.  Are these the passages or are9

these among the passages you are complaining about?10

I mean, I, quite frankly, find the11

Indian card song common complaints in any barroom in12

rural Canada.  Now, if this is a ground you want to13

fight on, well, so be it, but if this is not, if this14

is Sergeant Camp's testimony about the action in the15

other place, that is a different matter.16

I simply want to know what we have to17

defend, and I submit it is completely unjust to say,18

the whole site, because quite --19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Fromm, the20

complaint is laid out fairly clearly, and as your21

friend has pointed out, the complaint was brought22

against the website, WCFU, and Glenn Bahr.  Their23

challenge of the Commission and the complainant is to24

satisfy this tribunal that the legal test in place that25
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governs the interpretation of Section 13.1 is met, and1

your challenge is to demonstrate that that test has not2

been met.3

So it is perfectly appropriate and it4

is, in fact, quite necessary for counsel to go through5

the website in some detail in order to be able to6

attempt to meet their legal test, and you will7

certainly have an opportunity to demonstrate that, in8

its entirety, the website does not meet the test set9

out in 13.1 and does not constitute a contravention of10

the Act.11

But I am going to allow counsel to12

proceed with their questions and you will certainly13

have an opportunity at cross-examination.14

MR. FROMM:  I wasn't objecting to the15

question.  I was only asking whether the passages just16

before the treaty card, what was identified as the17

treaty card posting, which was not by Mr. Bahr, whether18

this was an element of the complaint.19

Now, the complaint is set out,20

Mr. Warman's original complaint set out, I believe it21

was, five passages that he felt were problematic and we22

are certainly prepared to answer those.  I just don't23

think it is fair to say, well, the website in general. 24

You've got to give specifics.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me,1

Mr. Fromm.2

Thank you.3

I understand your point.  I am going4

to allow counsel to continue and that is exactly what5

he is doing, he is going through the website.  The6

questions that he is asking, the evidence that is being7

put forward is perfectly appropriate.  So we are going8

to continue.9

Mr. Warman, did you have something in10

particular?11

MR. WARMAN:  I am sorry, there was12

just two very quick points, if I may, just for the13

record.  The complaint was, in fact, filed against the14

group Western Canada For Us and not the website, per15

se.  And the second thing is that the complaint at the16

second page of it states:17

"Although a broad range of18

discriminatory materials have19

been included with the evidence20

accompanying this complaint21

representative samples are22

listed below."23

THE CHAIRPERSON: Representative24

samples?25
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MR. WARMAN:  Are listed below, and1

those, I believe, are the specific examples.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And so reference is3

made to the broader contents of the website?4

MR. WARMAN:  To the contents of the5

whole -- yes.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So the complaint is7

clear.8

MR. VIGNA:  For the record, I would9

just like to echo the comments of Mr. Warman.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I beg your pardon?11

MR. VIGNA:  For the record, I would12

just like to echo the same concerns of Mr. Warman.  It13

is against the Western Canada group.  There is a14

website that has been created for this group in order15

for an ultimate determination to have any meaning --16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We need to know17

what is on the website.18

Okay, so thank you, carry on.19

MR. FROMM:  I am invisible.  I am a20

ghost.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Carry on, Counsel.22

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, continue23

where you left off.24

MR. CAMP:  Again, I am showing you25
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examples in my investigation, the criminal1

investigation, again, it is the totality of the website2

and that it breaches Section 319, so on page 327 of the3

website, there is another rant by WhiteEuroCanadian.4

However, I just wanted to bring you5

down to where the cursor is:6

"I am 100% for the White race. 7

I'm not too crazy about seeing8

nazi stuff and symbols9

representing our race in public10

because it just gives the Jew11

run media more ammunition."12

Page 342, posted by13

WhiteEuroCanadian, titled "Jews Now Welcome At Golf14

Course."15

"The Rosedale Golf Club made it16

clear in 1996 that the club17

would block G. Cohon to join18

because it could result in a19

wave of applications by Jews.20

Cohon a Jew who is the21

founder and chairman of22

McDonald's Rest. in Canada23

(looks like I ate my last thing24

from McDonalds).25
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F. Newbound the director of1

the club stated 'it would be2

opening the floodgates to have3

Jew members at Rosedale.'4

Unfortunately, the golf club5

showed courage and stood their6

ground blacklisting Jews from7

their Super Rich Golf Club only8

up to 1997 when the new rules9

allowed Cohon the Jew to join.10

The moral of this story is11

that some of the Richest people12

in Canada openly practiced13

anti-Semitism as early as 714

years ago.15

These are the rich16

contributors that are still17

pro-White.  It gives one hope18

for a better future when you see19

some of the countrys richest and20

more pourful people openly being21

anti-Jew.22

They are the ones in23

position to see how Jews corrupt24

businesses and our way of life.25
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Here is to a bright1

tomorrow."2

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page?3

MR. CAMP:  That one is 342.4

Next one would be on page 344.  Title5

is Homosexuals.  WhiteEuroCanadian starts this post:6

"These are not human beings,7

they are sexual perverts in the8

the category as pedophiles,9

beastiality, S&M etc.10

Why in the world of descent11

morals must the majority of the12

poppulation be subjected to13

sexual divients like14

homosexuals?  It is a SEX thing. 15

Why give them special status16

that normal Canadians enjoy?17

Just because they choose a18

perverted lifestyle, we should19

not be forced by our Goverment20

to accept it.21

What is the next sexual22

perverted vote our politicians23

will go after next?24

* If all they base it on is25
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their perverted sex then a1

man or woman should be2

allowed to marry dozens of3

spouces.4

* A father marrying his adult5

daughters?6

* Pedophiles marrying their7

victims?8

Our Goverment knows that the9

White poppulation [outside of10

seniors] does not vote.  So the11

govt. Gives all these gifts of12

special handouts to 'special13

interst groups' [whatever that14

means] so they can get their15

vote.16

They know we are17

disinfranchised with the lousy18

way of life we are given by our19

govt.  They give more then 60%20

of all grant money, govt. Loans21

etc. To non-whites, who make up22

a lousy 14% of the poppulation. 23

Not including all the ileagal's.24

They continue to take from25
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us to give to them.  Now we are1

being forced to aknowladge homo2

marriges.  When will this3

madness stop?  Are the masses4

that damned blind, that.  They5

dont see what is happening6

around them... to them?7

Our white brothers and8

sisters are being butchered in9

Zimbabwae for the crime of being10

White.11

And the masses do ef all.12

Our race has become in vast13

part a heard of sheep.  The14

sheep dog is the goverment and15

it tells us and guides us to how16

we should live our lives and17

what our opinions should reflect18

the multicesspool that this19

country has become.20

Personnaly i'm Mad As Hell21

And I Am Not Going To Take This22

Crap No More.23

With SS-88's dedication and24

skills we got this up and25
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running.  The site is our first1

step in opening peoples minds2

World Wide that IT IS OKAY TO BE3

PROUD & WHITE.  No more hiding4

our pride at work , in school,5

in public etc. We have just as6

much right to be proud of our7

race as all the other s, hell8

even sexual perverts have their9

pride out where everyone can10

see.11

Someone tells you that you12

are racist, just ask them why13

they think every race and homos14

can be proud of who they are but15

a white person does not deserve16

the same?17

Anyways i'm getting off18

topic a bit so I will say19

goodbye."20

The second post by Canadian_Kitten21

explains that:22

"Homosexuality is not learned. 23

It is, in fact, genetic and/or24

brain defect."25
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She explains that:1

"Out of six kids in my family2

three of them ended up gay, I3

believe, from genes.  My sister4

got married and had three kids,5

we never understood why she was6

so depressed, but soon she could7

no longer bear pretending to be8

straight, she almost took her9

own life."10

It goes on to explain the trials of11

being a gay person in society, that she's experienced12

through her family.  And then defends here gay people,13

that they are not all pedophiles.14

Her only problem with the gay15

community is being too much in her face, that she16

opposes gay marriage.  And then does defend them as17

human beings.18

But then the subsequent post, the19

last sentence by Der totenkopf states:20

"I do believe they are just sick21

perverts created by the devil."22

WhiteEuroCanadian says:23

"We don't hold your family's24

problems with homos against25
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you."1

I guess this would be referring to2

this post by Canadian_Kitten.  Todd Conroy explains:3

"I believe it is a mental defect4

and sorry to say but I feel they5

should be institutionalized away6

from normal folk.  I feel it is7

a slippery slope to say that8

things should be accepted just9

because they are a borm trait as10

I am sure paedophiles as born11

with a similar mental defect as12

homos."13

"I totally agree with Todd," Der14

totenkopf posts:15

"I say put them away, it's not16

normal."17

Exterminance responds to a post or te18

sentence in a post about "Homosexuality is not learned. 19

It is in fact a genetic and/or brain defect." 20

Exterminance explains he thinks it can be either both:21

"Since homosexuality boils down22

to males commiting sexual23

malpractice with each other, it24

can arise from a great number of25
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causes.  Misfiring hormones1

launched from a badly wired2

brain can be one cause; but, if3

you put fifty young boys on an4

island with one adult5

homosexual, chances are at least6

some of them would 'learn' to be7

homosexuals due to the examples8

set by their only local adult9

figure."10

WhiteEuroCanadian then responds:11

"That is the best example why I12

am against homs..."13

I imagine that means homos.14

"...being daycare workers,15

babysitters, teachers, bosses16

etc."17

Then SS-88 responds as the head18

administrator:19

"It's sad u've had the problems20

in your family Canadian Kitten. 21

I will not judge you by this,22

however you may take offence to23

my views. Homosexuality may be a24

disease a genetic thing in some25
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but I also think it's becomeing1

a fad.  I think people are2

becoming homosexuals to be3

different.  I believe no matter4

how or why you are a homosexual5

your life should be terminated. 6

This is not right.  Nature7

intended us to breed in order8

for us to continue our race. 9

There is nothing natural about10

being a hoimosexual, it is for11

purely sexual reasons.  They12

should be terminated along with13

retards and any other14

degenerates that nature would do15

away with in the wild.  What16

gives us the right to prolong a17

life that would have been18

terminated by nature."19

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page 348?20

MR. CAMP:  Page 348.21

MR. VIGNA:  And that is associated22

with SS-88.23

MR. CAMP:  It goes on to say:24

"If we keep teaching people and25
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allowing these stoopid parades1

more and more people with think2

it's acceptable to be gay.3

This is wrong, we must teach4

people it is wrong.  How can you5

turn something so wrong and6

filthy into something7

acceptable.  Nature intended for8

males to mate with females9

anything else is a perverted10

sickness that needs to be11

destroyed."12

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, just13

wanted you to go back to that posting where it says14

SS-88 under "head administrator."15

MR. CAMP:  Right.16

MR. VIGNA:  Is it correct that that17

posting in comparison to all the other postings has the18

mention head administrator, whereas the other ones are19

not mentioned head administrator?20

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  What you21

will see through the posts of either SS-88 or Glenn,22

you will see "head administrator" and you will also see23

the flag as a moniker.24

Again, the posts continue on this25
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thread in regards to a comment:1

"That is the best example why I2

am against homs being daycare3

workers, babysitters, teachers,4

bosses etc."5

Exterminance makes a comment about6

babysitting.  Der totenkopf explains in regards to7

parades that:8

"Them maybe we should stop there9

next parade!  Or go door to door10

to see if we can get enough11

people to vote against it!"12

Then he goes on about:13

"I wana stop the jews but I also14

want these homo"s stopped15

period!"16

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, can you17

tell us the date of the SS-88 message you just read?18

MR. CAMP:  March 10th, 2004.19

MR. VIGNA:  And the site started20

operating what date?21

MR. CAMP:  March 8th.  I think it was22

March 8th.23

Go to page 350.  Title "CBC protects24

only Jews" by WhiteEuroCanadian.25
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"CBC filters website against1

anti-Semitism."2

I am going to try to summarize this. 3

I think this is fairly lengthy.  Sorry, this is a4

longer one.  Sorry, Madam Chair.5

"The CBC filters the words6

Jewish and Israel from its7

Internet message board to8

protect against anti-Semitism9

said a cbc rep.  'This isn't for10

anything other than to impede11

anti-Semitism' said C. Galipeau,12

executive director of cbc media.13

Visitors to the message14

board have complained of15

discrimination that the words16

Jew, Jewish and Israel were17

filtered while Muslim, Hindu and18

Christian were not.19

Even terms such as Nazi and20

rabid Zionist were visible on21

the board.22

NOW HERE IS WHY?  Gilepeau23

said the decission to filter24

words relating to Israel and25
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Judaism came after a hateful1

speech was posted so the now2

dead founder Israel Asper3

filtered those words himself.4

I thought the media was to5

report biasly?  Yeah right.  The6

proof that Jews are the biggest7

Racists in the world.  They8

protect only their own and hate9

all non-Jews."10

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page 350?11

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, 350, that is12

correct.13

Page 366.  This is an article posted14

by SS-88, something SS-88 does a lot of on this site,15

he will post a news article and, again, there will be16

responses in regards to the article.17

This one is in regards to:18

"Rash of hate crimes where their19

homes and cars were20

spray-painted with anti-Semitic21

symbols.22

Swastikas, hate messages and23

letters of the alphabet were24

scrawled in black spray paint on25
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property at 13 residences during1

an eight-hour period..."2

It goes on to explain the community3

response to it from the Jewish community, Holocaust4

survivors, Jewish residents and the leadership of the5

community, political and also Jewish organizations.6

Then there is a subsequent picture of7

the damage and then there is some comments by the8

posted members:9

"I feel no sympathy for the10

foreigners who brought it on11

themselves period."12

This one says:13

"Notice the swastika is14

backwards?  I think someone in15

their community --"16

Meaning the Jewish community.17

"-- did the "artwork" to gain18

sympathy and media attention19

(and insurance money).  It's not20

unknown for the "minorities" to21

commit "hate crimes" and then22

point an accusing finger at23

Whites."24

Der totenkopf states:25
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"Well I dont trust jews, so it1

would not surprise me if they2

did it themselves so once again3

they can get what they want."4

MR. VIGNA:  Just refer to pages 365,5

66, 67, I believe.6

MR. CAMP:  I just want to make -- I7

am probably going to make this point a few times, Madam8

Chair.  This is a May 7th picture.  There is another9

picture March 31st, so between March 31st and May 7th,10

which is just over a month, if you look at the March11

7th, some of the -- a number of the posts and threads,12

they are still there on May 7th, six weeks -- five, six13

weeks later.14

There seems to be no -- again, I will15

refer to this as we go through the hate material here. 16

There seems to be no attempt to remove a lot of the17

hateful rhetoric on the posts through that five to18

six-week period.19

MR. VIGNA:  You are at page 370 now?20

MR. CAMP:  Go to page 371.  I will21

start with this, page 370.  Aryan Nations of Canada, I22

guess, is the name of the poster in regards to the23

subject being a flier that I wrote:24

"I have attached a flyer I wrote25
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for the opening of our chapter1

at Aryan Nations Canada.  Feel2

free to comment weither your3

comments be good or bad4

(constructive critizism is5

always welcome).6

Hail Victory!7

Andrew Talbot8

Aryan Nations9

Canada"10

Subsequent posts.  Again he puts11

another post there in regards to some literature and12

some comments about the posts -- about the flyer, which13

I can't see right on this one.14

This is a copy of a -- what he does15

is he copies the post on to the -- or copies the16

article onto the thread here.17

"As most Whites whom ancestors18

immigrated to Canada revere this19

land as their sacred and20

precious soil, we are becoming21

more and more aware of the22

influx of non-white immigrants23

flooding the provinces and24

territories of our nation at an25
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alarming rate.1

The imposing immigration of2

people from Asia and the Middle3

East has accelerated in the past4

decade (1990-2000) and has5

dramatically increased within6

that last few years and will7

continue to increase in the8

years to come.9

Whereas during prewar10

immigration, it was for the most11

part entirely European.  In12

2001, the visible minority's13

population (non-Caucasian or14

non-white in colour, not15

including Jews) made up 14% of16

Canada's total population."17

Next paragraph after he starts the18

foundation, he goes on:19

"It has been statistically20

proven that a decrease in21

property value occurs when a22

large population of non-white23

minorities infests a24

neighbourhood or area.  Also25
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there is an increase in crime,1

drugs and abject poverty.2

While our government tells3

us that diversity is our4

strength, a great number of us5

are noticing a decline in our6

white European ancestry and7

cultural values, which is being8

replaced with this so-called9

"strength".  This is indicative10

of the decadent times we live11

in.  Now is the time to voice12

our concerns and beliefs as a13

collective people in order to14

put a stop to mass non-white15

immigration and the problems it16

manifests.  Not only is this17

something our government is18

incompetent to deal with,19

instead, it seems to promote and20

perpetuate the situation."21

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page 371, 72,22

right?23

MR. CAMP:  Correct.  He signs it and24

says that:25
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"We have to awaken and secure1

the culture of the population of2

Canadians of white European3

decent."4

MR. VIGNA:  What is the number of5

that posting, Sergeant Camp?6

MR. CAMP:  Posts, 35 posts for Aryan. 7

Then subsequent responses:8

"Looks right, good go, good job. 9

Thanks, brother, hail victory. 10

I'm a sister."11

That is the end of that post.12

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I have a13

conference call at 12:30, so I would like to be --14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is right.  I15

forgot.  Perhaps this would be an appropriate time,16

then, to take our lunch break, have an hour and a17

quarter for the break, so that will get us back here18

at -- could you help me with the math?19

So it is 20 after 12, so it is 25 to20

2.  We will see you all back here at 25 to 2.21

Thank you.22

--- Upon recessing at 12:20 p.m.23

--- Upon resuming at 1:35 p.m.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good afternoon.25
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MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, under the1

same oath where we left off before the lunch break, we2

were at page 379, I believe, of the article that is3

before you on the screen.4

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.5

MR. VIGNA:  Please continue from6

there describing the content of the website.7

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.8

Another thread with a title "I am not9

a racist but..." first post by the author towerDB:10

"I'm not a racist, but there is11

a diff between black men and12

'niggas'.  A black man comes13

here to raise a family, work,14

pay his taxes and live by the15

law (mind you only one of 50016

black men actaully live like17

this after immagrating here).  A18

'nigga' will go around rapping19

12 year old girls, just cause20

they like 'white meat'.  This is21

not acceptable.  A 'nigga' would22

sell crack, smack or some other23

addictive drug to our 10 year24

old sons, which in turn will25
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make then lie, steal, cheat to1

get there next 'fix'.  This is2

not acceptable.  But i will give3

you this, the only good Arabic4

is a dead Arabic.  Personaly i5

can't hate someone that has6

never done nothing to me, or7

mine.  I can't just hate a 68

year old child playing in the9

snow.  I can, and am.  A proud10

white man though.  Jews on the11

other hand i can hate, They12

where the morons that came up13

with the great idea of mixing14

races/cultures.  Has history15

taught us nothing? Every16

conflict, every war has been17

caused by mixing cultures/races. 18

Jews know this, and yet they19

still continue to promote20

mixing.  The world would be a21

way better place if every22

race/culture would stay in there23

country and find some way to24

harvest there natural resourse.25
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But that would be a purfect1

world."2

MR. VIGNA:  Before you go on, the3

title so that article is what?4

MR. CAMP:  "I am not a racist,5

but..."6

MR. VIGNA:  And that is associated7

with the same passage?8

MR. CAMP:  Well, the post, the thread9

title is "I am not a racist but..." and there is an10

initial post in regards to that title by towerDB, so,11

yeah, it is all one thread.12

MR. VIGNA:  So the author of the13

passage you're just reading is entitled "I am not a14

racist, but..."15

MR. CAMP:  Yes.16

MR. VIGNA:  Sorry I interrupted you. 17

I thought you had read the article.18

MR. CAMP:  There is a subsequent post19

that thread by SS-88 stating:20

"You have a interesting point21

there my friend.  Do you22

consider yourself a rascialist23

then?  You should go post an24

introduction about urself25
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TowerDB.  Where ur from etc..."1

MR. VIGNA:  What is a racialist?2

MR. CAMP:  Someone that is, I guess,3

racially aware, as they say.  It can be a number of4

different things.  What is interesting about this post,5

it is response to the initial post and it basically6

states that it is an interesting point in regards to7

the previous post, and it also shows that SS-88 doesn't8

just provide provocative news articles for responding9

to, but also is engaged in the discussion on the forum.10

Then there is a response by Dan Korps11

and it continues on to page 380:12

"'Black man' or 'Nigga' as long13

as they are around us14

in society they are a threat to our15

people."16

Another post, and this is censored:17

"A [censored] is a [censored]18

get rid of them all."19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me, Sergeant20

Camp?21

MR. CAMP:  Sure.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do you have any23

information about the square bracket?  There is two24

places in that subsequent where the poster is speaking25
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about between square brackets "censored."  Do you have1

any information about whether it would be the author of2

the post that included the square bracket censored or3

whether it would have been someone else, an4

administrator?  Do you have any information?5

MR. CAMP:  That could be one or the6

other.  If the administrator wanted to sensor something7

here they could, or the person posting maybe did that8

as well, but I can't confirm either/or.9

TowerDB responds to the question:10

"Racialist?  I am not familiar11

with that."12

And Raghnall responds:13

"I think what SS-88 intended to14

type was racialist.  It sounds15

reasonable to differentiate16

Black folk from 'niggas', if by17

'niggas' you meant to say the18

more proper -'ni**ers'.  Sadly19

that was my attitude towards the20

separate classifications between21

Negroes.  But as my logic became22

clearer through23

experience/contact, I found that24

it doesn't matter how White25
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society molds the Cro-Magnon man1

into.  They still retain what's2

in their nature, as does3

instincts of the dog or the4

chimpanzee.  And the instincts5

of the Negroe cannot be altered6

unless blended with a species of7

a more civilized nature e.g. a8

member of the White species. 9

Therefore, it is better to10

resort to Serephanie's more11

logical theory of 'a ni**er is a12

ni**er.'"13

And you can, I guess, assume what14

they are trying to say there.15

MR. VIGNA:  Do you know what16

Serephanie's logical theory is?17

MR. CAMP:  No.18

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page --19

MR. CAMP:  That one goes down to page20

380.  And I will take it down to page 386.21

The only reason I had this one here22

is -- okay.  I will bring you back up to the thread23

starter, Madam Chair.  Sorry.24

The title is "Location," and on this25
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thread, they are either talking about Whiteville, a1

place to -- a place to locate Whiteville and SS-882

responds:3

"Good work Exterminance!  Thanks4

for the map!"5

Then WhiteEuroCanadian enhances the6

conversation a bit by saying:7

"The land will remain a secret8

till it is purchused, the reason9

being that some jew groups could10

block the sale or offer more11

money and buy it from underneath12

us."13

MR. FROMM:  What was the date of that14

posting?15

MR. CAMP:  March 15th, 2004.16

MR. FROMM:  And that is by17

WhiteEuroCanadian?18

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.19

Again, the only reason that is there20

is in regards to the comments about the Jew groups.21

So I will take you to page 391.  Just22

to go back here, through this conversation you can tell23

about the Whiteville that they intend to build, a white24

community.25
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So down to 391.  I will go up to 390. 1

SS-88 posts an article he titles "in diverse Canada,2

why the Jews?"3

MR. VIGNA:  That is an article from4

the Calgary Herald?5

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, it appears to be an6

article that's pasted on the post from the Calgary7

Herald.  It is in regards to a swastika that was8

painted on the door of a woman in Toronto and the9

community response to it, and some commentary in10

regards to the paragraph here that says:11

"Supporters of Holocaust-denier12

Ernst Zündel sent letters to a13

Winnipeg Jewish organization14

saying, 'May God strike you15

down.'  In Ottawa, a teen store16

clerk shouted at a man wearing a17

yarmulka: 'Jews are the lowest18

race.'"19

So it is an article about incidents20

and crimes that are committed against the Jewish21

community in the Toronto area and the community22

response to it.23

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 389?24

MR. CAMP:  Then there is responses to25
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the article, one by Der totenkopf:1

"If you dont like it "go home"2

(back to hell) whinny jews."3

Exterminance responds to one of the4

quotes from the article:5

"'Where does all the hate come6

from?' asks a7

victim of a recent anti-Semitic8

incident, quoted in the audit, 'I don't understand it. 9

None of us do'"10

And Exterminance posts:11

"I bet hornets are similarly12

confused when their nests get13

burned out."14

Goy fox asks a question:15

"May I pose a philosophical16

question: If jews ceased to17

exist, would so-called18

anti-semitism cease to exist?"19

Exterminance makes a few comments20

here:21

"Depends on how bad the Arabs22

behave after the Jews are gone23

(Arabs are Semitic too).24

[*]Not until the Jews were25
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completely forgotten.  As long1

as they are remembered, it will2

be remembered just how3

troublesome they were; so, for4

as long as the memory of them5

persists, dislike of them -6

'anti-Semitism' - will exist."7

And it occurs to him that Jews are8

not truly a race but a hibernation of races.  He then9

offers his theories about how he suspects they10

originate from Asiatic stock through a number of ways11

here.  They have Caucasian traits.12

It says here:13

"Therefore, even if the Jews of14

today became extinct, a similar15

race could evolve by repetition16

of the same miscegenation and17

conditions which gave rise to18

the original race. This new race19

of Jews may or may not resemble20

their modern counterparts in21

outward appearance; but they22

will eventually be recognized by23

their behavorial patterns, such24

as love for money, indulgence in25
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usury, love for moral1

degradation, promotion of2

pornography, prostitution,3

substance abuse, miscegenation4

and sodomy."5

MR. VIGNA:  You just read page 392?6

MR. CAMP:  That is on page 392.  Goy7

fox responds:8

"Well done, sir."9

That is the end of that thread.10

Take you to page 409.11

MR. VIGNA:  What we are seeing here12

is all part of the discussion forum; is that the case,13

Sergeant Camp?14

MR. CAMP:  Yes, it is.15

Sorry, page 409 there is an article16

here that SS-88 posts -- I will just go back here a bit17

and get the content of the article.  "Talks combats18

anti-Semitism."19

There was an international forum on20

anti-Semitism and it is basically a forum that was21

conducted discussing the anti-Semitic incidents and22

crimes and the atmosphere of different countries and23

then after the article is posted by SS-88, there is24

some subsequent responses:25
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"Jews run everybody elses1

countries so the racism directed2

towards them is well deserved!"3

I will take you down to page 448. 4

Sorry, page 447 there is an article posted by SS-885

entitled "Israel Criticized," letter March 15th.  It6

appears to be a pasting or a post -- a pasting on a7

post of a Calgary Herald article.8

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 447 of the9

website?10

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.11

"The chronic Israel-basher of12

the Herald's letters to the13

editor, James Currie, is at it14

again, berating Noel Hershfield15

for daring in a recent letter to16

hide behind the Holocaust and17

anti-Semitism to apologize for18

Israel's brutality to19

Palestinians."20

It talks about the root causes of21

Palestinian terrorism.  And after the post, there is a22

response by Anonymous:23

"We should always remember who24

brought terrorism to the Middle25
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East.  It was the Zionists. 1

Prior to the creation of the2

entity in Palestine called3

Israel, the Zionists had three4

terrorist groups, the Hagana,5

the Irgun, and the Stern Gang. 6

These three were responsible for7

many terrorist attacks prior to8

and following the creation of9

Israel including blowing up the10

King David Hotel in Jerusalem,11

killing 91, the murder of over12

300 British army personnel, and13

the murder of numerous European14

diplomats..."15

It states that:16

"The state of Israel was founded17

on terrorism and continues to18

exist on the basis of state19

terrorism."20

There are additional responses down21

here by Der totenkopf:22

"Israel should just be crushed."23

Take you down to page 453.  There is24

an article posted by Der totenkopf titled "I Am So25
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Mad."  He goes on to explain why:1

"Went to the canucks game2

tonight in 'hongcouver'.  I3

couldnt belive how many couples4

I saw tonight of white men with5

chiniess girlfriends.  I mean6

there were alot of them (ugly7

babies there going to have) it8

made me mad.  These white men9

with these ugly chiniess10

smelling girls.  Then after the11

game I stopped off at McDonnalds12

for a quick bite before heading13

home!  I was the only whiteman14

in the whole place15

(lol....meanwhile i was getting16

alot of looks cause of my17

skinnhead look and swastica18

hat).  All of them were speaking19

in chiniess, the customers and20

workers.  Well i finnaly got my21

grubb even though i could barely22

understand the chinniess clerk,23

then I realized in my hand, my24

supersize McDonnals cup 'WAS ALL25
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WRITTEN IN CHINIESS' no english1

on it!  Grrrrrrrr! The words2

'McDonnalds'  were in chiniess3

and all the other writing on it.4

what the hell is happing!5

This is getting out of6

hand!"7

Todd Conroy responds:8

"I cannot even imagine raising9

children in that cesspool.10

Explains that he is a stronger man11

than him.  And:12

"I would be in jail within13

months of living there full14

time."15

Der totenkopf explains:16

"I'm getting to that boiling17

point, that cup thing and them18

ordering in chinniess really19

really got my blood boiling and20

the last straw for me!"21

WhiteEuroCanadian explains:22

"I remeber walking into a23

national Sub franchise and I24

could not ever order a sub25
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because the chink had no idea1

what I wanted.  Since they didnt2

speak english [or so they3

pretened] I told the whole staff4

off and left.5

Me and my business ass. 6

Back in 90' made some t-shirts7

with Vancouvers skyline but the8

words HONGCOUVER across the top. 9

They sold great. Nobody I speak10

with remembers the term11

Hongcouver being used before we12

came out with the t-shirts.  I13

have always wondered if we were14

responsible for that term? 15

Better things to come."16

Hab_girl says:17

"The only reason why Der --18

And I presume that's Der totenkopf.19

"-- and I are still here is20

because of his daughter.  He21

doesn't want to move away from22

her, which is understandable."23

Discussion about the child issue. 24

Sarephine says:25
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"WHAT!!!  I would have demanded1

my money back and handed the2

food back...... But truelly I3

would NOT have ordered the food4

from them.... ***shudder** I5

have thoughts as to what MIGHT6

have been done to the "burger"7

when they saw your beautiful8

shaved head (I am assuming) I9

would be wondering what the10

'secret sauce' really was...."11

Goy fox explains:12

"So you went to the HOCKEY game13

and saw numerous white guys with14

their chinese girl friends?  Has15

it not occurred to you that the16

General Manager of the Canucks17

hockey team has an oriental18

WIFE, that a picture of their19

new-born child (ugly as you20

predicted) appeared in the21

jewspaper recently, and that22

said wife has a big-time job23

mouthing off (in English) on a24

jewishowned and controlled25
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Vancouver radio station?  Just1

trying to make your day!!  Goy2

fox."3

Canadian_Kitten responds:4

"If you want to really make5

their slanty eyes go huge, go6

into an asian supermarket that7

hve the frogs etc.  And pretend8

to be a health inspector. Look9

like you are examining10

everything, and then say 'this11

is horrid, once I get my permit12

I will have a lot to write13

about!'  And leave in a huff.  I14

did this once and the next day I15

drove by to see them inside16

frantically cleaining their17

dingy little shop."18

I will take you down to 469. 19

Actually, 467.  Title "Rash of anti-Jewish vandalism20

met by chorus of condemnation."  It looks like it is an21

article posted by SS-88 onto WCFU on a post.  It is an22

article in regards to the rash of hate crimes that23

occurred in the Toronto and Toronto area back then and24

the responses by the political and law enforcement25
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leadership and community leadership.1

MR. VIGNA:  It is an article in the2

Globe & Mail?3

MR. CAMP:  Appears to be.  Looks like4

there was swastikas on gravestones and then there is5

responses.  This one caught my attention:6

"I hope Bernie Farber get's Alan7

Berg'd some day."8

Bernie Farber is one that comments in9

this article.10

MR. VIGNA:  Do you know who he is?11

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I don't know what12

his position is, but I know who he is.  It might13

actually explain here.14

MR. VIGNA:  Which organization he15

belongs?16

MR. CAMP:  I think it is the Canadian17

Jewish Congress, but just hang on.  Yes, it is.18

"Bernie Farber, the Ontario19

executive director of the20

Canadian Jewish Congress, said21

that 'it's not difficult to22

knock over a gravestone, but to23

knock over 22 of them takes a24

lot of rage.... There are sick,25
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depraved cowards, anti-Semitic1

cowards, who come to a cemetery2

where people obviously cannot3

fight back.'"4

The reason this post caught my5

attention, Alan Berg was assassinated by a member of a6

group called the Order, and I can't remember the exact7

year.  I am sure it was the 1980s.  I would have to8

double check that for you, Madam Chair.9

But to me this is obviously saying, I10

hope Bernie Farber gets Alan Berg'd.  Alan Berg was a11

Jewish radio host of a radio station, I forget which12

city.  I think it might have been New York.  He was13

assassinated by members of a group called the Order14

that was led by a person by the name of David Lane, and15

I forget the gentleman's name that assassinated and was16

arrested.  Again, I would have to check the details of17

that.18

But the bottom line is here that it19

is a post basically advocating for Bernie Farber to be20

assassinated.  Then a comment:21

"All's fair in love and war.22

By goy fox."23

MR. VIGNA:  When you observed the24

website overall, especially these portions, Sergeant25
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Camp, in terms of the modus operandi in putting a1

newspaper article and seeing a series of postings2

subsequent to that, what did you observe?  What was the3

intent of putting the newspaper article?4

MR. CAMP:  As mentioned previously, I5

mean, what I am seeing through the multitude of6

postings by SS-88 is that there is an attempt to evoke7

discussion on the forum.8

So, again, as mentioned, it would be9

articles in regards to racial issues, religious issues,10

and to be specifically sometimes to Judaism or crime11

rates or immigration laws, and what it does is evoke12

the general discussion along these general themes.13

Okay.  I will take you to 474.  I14

think it is probably -- I think it is in response to15

the article here posted by SS-88 on page 471.  It was16

during the time when Sheik Ahmed Yassin was17

assassinated, killed by Israeli police and the reaction18

internationally because of it.19

I will take you -- I won't go through20

the whole article.  There is posts here.  One by21

mathdoktor99 stating:22

"It would be poetic justice if23

the next Hamas bomb left a few24

hundred of those rat-faced25
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parasitic vermin in wheelchairs1

for life, doomed to live their2

lives as quadrapelegics."3

Again, that comment "rat-faced4

parasitic vermin" is an attempt to describe Jewish5

community in Israel.6

MR. VIGNA:  The picture Zionist7

assassins, who do you recognize there?8

MR. CAMP:  Looks like George Bush,9

Cheney, and the one to the left I can't really see.  I10

can't tell.11

MR. VIGNA:  What do they put on the12

forehead as a symbol?13

MR. CAMP:  My opinion is they are14

bullet holes, but...15

Anyway, there is a post by SS-88 in16

regards to his own post on the article:17

"Lets hope Isreal gets what they18

deserve.  Maybe this will wake19

the reast of the world up.  Lets20

hope........"21

It says Post Number 474.22

I will take you to page 477.  There23

is an article that is titled "Russia Ready to Vaporize24

the Jewish State."  If you look here, there is an25
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internet address here where you can bring your cursor1

and click, and at the time you could find that article. 2

I don't think you can do it here, though.3

Madam Chair, it is frozen here4

because of what I tried to do there.  Do we have5

internet connection on this thing?6

THE REGISTRAR:  Yes, we do.  The wire7

is not in.8

MR. VIGNA:  For the purpose of the9

record, can you just describe what you have just done,10

Sergeant Camp, from the website?11

MR. CAMP:  The URL address that was12

provided by the person that posted, I brought my cursor13

up to that address and tapped on it and brought me into14

the article.15

Now, this is today's time as opposed16

to when I viewed the website and saw the postings. 17

However, at the time this was posted, I was able to18

back then in 2004 tap into the same article.19

MR. VIGNA:  You mentioned the address20

for that right now, the internet address.21

MR. CAMP: 22

Www.joevialls.co.uk/myahudi/sunburn2.html.23

MR. VIGNA:  And you got that from24

what link?25
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MR. CAMP:  From the link that was1

provided.2

MR. VIGNA:  At page?3

MR. CAMP:  Same address that was4

given here.5

MR. VIGNA:  Just mention it for the6

record the page on the website.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is 477.8

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  Thanks.9

MR. CAMP:  Again, I just perused this10

content at the time.  I am just trying to get an idea11

of what it was about now.12

I am just going to go out of this,13

Madam Chair.  I am not sure it is worth a lot of14

reading.  Again, I am not going to read it right now15

for the sake of them.  I can give you a summary of what16

it was about if I can just go back to the forum.17

Mathdoktor99 portrays this as a site18

to go into and read and says:19

"At the end of the day there is20

only one solution when a dog21

goes completely mad.  You shoot22

it through the back of the head23

with a pistol - for the greater24

good of the community at large."25
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SS-88 does respond to the article:1

"Wow interesting article, Great2

link!  I must read now!"3

MR. FROMM:  Could we just make clear4

for the record that that article was not -- that5

article about Israel was not on the website?6

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?7

MR. FROMM:  The article that you just8

connected to over the internet was actually not on the9

Western Canada For Us website?10

MR. VIGNA:  There was the link to it.11

MR. CAMP:  It was the link to it,12

that is correct.13

What is on the website is the address14

to get to that article.15

Going down to page 479 --16

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, for the17

purposes of brevity, maybe continue on going this way,18

but try go to the main excerpts or else we will be here19

too long going page by page.  So just maybe focus on20

the more important ones.  But I will let you go, but21

just maybe skip some that are repetitive.22

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  Again, this one23

here is titled "Paper Article."  Cate8733, an Iranian24

was the subject of an investigation and caught drawing25
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swastikas on a headstone in Jewish cemetery.1

SS-88 responds:2

"Some of the Iranians consider3

themselves white, I also believe4

they hate the Jews as well."5

Another nasty reply is:6

"All arabs dislike jews only in7

this part of the world is it8

precived to be only us."9

Again, this shows that SS-88 is10

involved in the conversation.  There is a message here11

by Exterminance saying:12

"Here's all the countries the13

Jews have been kicked out of."14

Paragraph 2:15

"There wasn't only one16

'holocaust' against the Jews. 17

Now, when I say 'holocaust', I18

am NOT buying the Jew story of19

six million deliberate murders. 20

I believe as many as five21

hundred thousand Jews did die,22

most from typhus, some from23

starvation or execution.  The24

'holocaust' as I acknowledge it25
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is simply the implementation of1

the Final Solution, which was2

the ethnic cleansing of Germany3

by having all the Jews first4

sent to concentration camps, and5

then shipped from these camps6

out of Germany."7

Then it says that:8

"This has happened over and over9

and over again in European10

history, and elsewhere as well."11

And then continues with the argument12

of it looks like justifying this Holocaust showing that13

the Jews have been run out of all these other countries14

as well.15

MR. VIGNA:  You are scrolling down16

pages 480 and 482, right?17

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  Page18

482:19

"If it becomes common knowledge20

that the 'holocaust' was simply21

another repetition of an ongoing22

cycle, people will finally stop23

swallowing that garbage about24

Adolf Hitler and the Nazis being25
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so bad, and start to ask1

themselves."2

And this is the crux of his argument:3

"'... Just what exactly is it4

about these Jews that makes5

other people sooner or later not6

want to have to put up with them7

any more.'"8

493.  Madam Chair, this is not -- I9

am trying to scroll down to --10

THE REGISTRAR:  If you press on 48811

and write in your number.  On the bottom where it says12

485 of -- just click the 485.13

MR. CAMP:  That might work.  Thank14

you.15

That would be faster.  Down to page16

493.  SS-88 puts a post: "Thousands rally in Toronto17

against anti-Semitic vandalism."  Again, there was a18

rally in Toronto because of the proliferation of19

anti-Semitic crimes and incidents that occurred in20

Toronto in March of 2004.21

There is an article in the -- I am22

not sure what paper, the National Post, I guess, is23

where he posted this.24

And then the subsequent responses to25
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that post from Irishcream:1

"Yet not an article or vigelle2

for the anticatholic slogans3

written by the jews.4

Rage... fury...."5

Under Der totenkopf:6

"Damn Jews."7

"All I have to say is PUKE."8

By cate8733.  Mathdoktor99 says in9

the last sentence:10

"That assumes the juden didn't11

do it all themselves."12

In regards to doing the crimes to13

promote sympathy from the community.14

Page 503.  Exterminance posts an15

article called "What is a 'Hate' Site?"16

MR. VIGNA:  Page 503?17

MR. CAMP:  Page 503.  I don't think18

there is anything in here that is -- there is general19

discussion about hate sites and what constitutes a hate20

site.21

There is one mathdoktor99:22

"Anti-semite: Someone the Jews23

hate.24

Hate literature:  Literature the25
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Jews hate.1

Hate site: Any site the Jews2

hate."3

Big Jew Thread.  Exterminance posts:4

"Yup, one thread to throw all5

the Kosher kuts in.  To be used6

for all your 'Is so-and-so a7

Jew?' Needs, or to make general8

observances on our hook-nosed9

parasitic infestors."10

Explains that:11

"I saw a Sephardic Jew in the12

local Canadian Tire the other13

day.14

He shot him a dirty look15

because of the Swastika belt16

buckle he reckons."17

Der totenkopf responds:18

"The Jews are evil."19

Again, I am perusing through some of20

this stuff.  It is just general conversation that21

doesn't breach Section 13 -- or 319, sorry.  Down to22

page 521.23

This is a thread on favourite quotes. 24

"What are some of your favourite quotes," kov asks,25
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entitled "Quotes," and responses by participants in the1

discussion.2

"'The heaviest blow that ever3

struck humanity was the coming4

of Christianity.  Bolshevism is5

Christianity's illegitimate6

child.  Both are inventions of7

the Jew.'8

Adolf Hitler."9

Other quotes by Adolf Hitler.  More10

quotes by Adolf Hitler.  Again, Glenn this time, Post11

Number 474 on April 6th posts:12

"'My honour is my loyalty.' 13

Heinrich Himmler SS14

Reichsführer."15

MR. FROMM:  I am a little confused16

here.  Are we still looking over the site to get a17

general idea of what is there or are these things being18

highlighted for us to Sergeant Camp things violate19

Section 319?20

We are getting a general sense, but21

we are going so fast, like, we are going through what22

is your favourite quotations?  You mentioned a quote by23

Adolf Hitler and then you said there is some others by24

Adolf Hitler.  I didn't have a chance to see what other25
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people thought their favourite quotation.  What are we1

interested in looking at here?2

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, the whole3

website is produced in evidence in the format of a CD4

ROM and we are basically going through the highlights5

of the website.  Sergeant Camp did an investigation for6

Section 319.  Us, we are concerned with Section 13 of7

the Canadian Human Rights Act, but the subject matter8

is pretty much the same, which is hate.9

So we are just bringing to the10

highlights of the website that deal with hate and I11

think the entire CD ROM is put in evidence and has been12

disclosed.  So if there is any cross-examination that13

the respondent wants to make later on, he can actually14

go to the various parts of the CD ROM that maybe have15

not been explored in detail through the testimony, but16

which are in evidence, nonetheless, as a result of the17

CD ROM.18

MR. CAMP:  There was a fire at a19

Jewish school in Montreal, an article posted by Glenn,20

Post Number 474 on March 5th, 2004, and the21

repercussions or the responses by the Jewish community22

and the political leadership in Canada in regards to23

that fire bombing in that school.24

Der totenkopf states:25
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"You know it just woulnd shock1

me at all if the jews did this2

themselfs (starting the fire)3

theres been to much latley of4

this kind of stuff, and its5

making us look bad, real bad, I6

think its the jews doing it just7

so the public can think it was8

people like us.  And then will9

lose even more rights in this10

country."11

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, Irishcream12

is a name that came up.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry,14

Counsel, I can't hear you.15

MR. VIGNA:  Sorry.  Sergeant Camp,16

the name Irishcream, I believe, is a name that was17

mentioned earlier.18

MR. CAMP:  Right.19

MR. VIGNA:  Do you remember?20

MR. CAMP:  I think Irishcream was21

mentioned in the Peter Warren Show by the discussion22

between Peter Warren, Richard and Glenn.23

MR. VIGNA:  Okay, that is it.  Thank24

you.25
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You are on page 528?1

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  I am2

just moving down to page 530 here.  Der totenkopf3

states:4

"I think the jews did it,5

setting fire to a school of kids6

is just the sympathy they want,7

they did it.  And we know it."8

I will just see what the thread9

starter was so you get an idea of the response by10

Exterminance.  It is called "Big Jew Thread," explains11

what the WCFU is, the media condemning them for their12

racial views, racial preservation.13

So back down to 541:14

"They themselves cannot help it. 15

The Electric Jew (television)16

has ingrained into their minds17

the belief that racism is evil18

and must be eliminated at all19

costs.  They will not stop at20

lies, slander, and violence. 21

They'd fly an airplane into a22

building if they thought it23

would further their cause.24

They are exactly like George25
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Bush: No matter how much evil1

they themselves commit, they are2

not directly responsible; they3

are mere puppets of the actual4

instigator."5

MR. VIGNA:  And the date of that is6

what date, April 2004?7

MR. CAMP:  April 13th, 2004.8

MR. VIGNA:  That is after the 9/119

incident?10

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  I think11

that is the reference that Exterminance is making there12

about flying planes into buildings to further their13

cause.14

Again, it is another --15

MR. VIGNA:  Can you read us the16

passage where your cursor was just on, Establishment.17

MR. CAMP:  I am going to get to that18

in two secs.  I am just going to get back up to the19

thread title.  It is a long one posted by Ironheart.20

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 545.21

MR. CAMP:  Starts on 545.22

MR. VIGNA:  And you are reading from23

page 549.24

MR. CAMP:25
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"...instilled by the1

Establishment's schools and2

churches and perpetuated by the3

Jewish-controlled media. This4

undeserved shame inhibits the5

lives of its victims, and must6

be replaced by love for one's7

Race and Nation.8

Again, I won't go into the total and9

complete content of it, but there is another reference10

to the Jewish-controlled media:11

"Despite what Establishment12

academicians and the13

Jewish-controlled media insist14

you believe, male National15

Socialists consider our racial16

sisters partners in the struggle17

for racial survival, as18

activists, warriors, and19

mothers."20

Down here it says:21

"Non-Aryans, in particular Jews,22

regularly engage in activities23

which inhibit the life, liberty,24

or pursuit of happiness of25
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Aryans, and sometimes directly1

harm individuals of our Race. 2

The effects of these3

hatemotivated activities provoke4

deep resentment and sometimes5

defensive hatred in Aryan6

racialists, occasionally7

resulting in unfortunate8

retributory measures against the9

perpetrator.  Despite this,10

Aryan racialists strive to avoid11

conflict with individuals from12

different racial or ethnic13

groups, extending due respect to14

non-Aryans whenever possible."15

Again, they reference the16

Jew-controlled media on page 551.17

MR. VIGNA:  Can you read where it18

says "Why Did Hitler Murder 6 Million Innocent People?"19

MR. CAMP:  After that question it20

says:21

"Contrary to popular belief, no22

program of genocide against23

European Jewry existed during24

World War II.  Unfortunate but25
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understandable deaths resulted1

from Allied-inflicted acts of2

war which crippled the German3

economy and infrastructure,4

leading to virtual cut-off of5

supplies to the concentration6

camps and the starvation or7

death by disease of tens of8

thousands of inmates.9

There simply was no10

deliberate program of genocide11

planned and implemented by the12

German government, nor is there13

evidence for the existence of14

gas chambers suitable for15

mass-murder at the camps alleged16

to be 'extermination centers.'"17

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page 551?18

MR. CAMP:  Yeah.19

MR. FROMM:  Who posted that?20

MR. CAMP:  I will go back in one sec21

and let you know.22

"A Myth has been constructed23

through sophistry from the24

spurious allegations and25
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misrepresented facts regarding1

the Jewish situation during2

World War II as a weapon of3

psychological and political4

extortion and manipulation of5

Western Peoples by Zionists and6

their Judeophile apologists.7

The 'Holocaust' is an8

'historical fact' so flimsy it9

must be supported by force,10

legislation being enacted in11

several "democratic" countries,12

including France, Germany, and13

Sweden, making it a criminal14

offense to express doubt in any15

aspect of its dogmatic 'truth.'"16

Again, the reference on page 552:17

"'Fascist' is regularly used by18

the Jewish controlled media."19

Explains what skinheads are:20

"Skinheads are young Aryan men21

and women who having been22

bluntly exposed to the tragic23

realities of today's 'New24

America,' consequently become25
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disillusioned with the1

Establishment's 'multicultural'2

deathstyle and turn to racial3

Idealism as a sounder means of4

individual and community5

development.6

Contrary to the image of7

Skinheads portrayed in the8

Jewish-controlled media..."9

So another reference to the10

Jewish-controlled media.  It goes on to explain11

National Socialists Skinheads' mission.12

MR. VIGNA:  You read from page 552,13

53?14

MR. CAMP:  That was 553, right. 15

Again, 554 there is other references to the16

Jewish-controlled media.  Right here:17

"The Jewish-controlled media and18

Establishment academicians and19

politicians strive to deny the20

present regime's legislation of21

perverse morality."22

On page 555, there is a question:23

"Who are these world manipulators?"24

"The World Manipulators are an25
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international network of highly1

resourceful fanatics who believe2

it their rightful destiny to be3

Lords of the Earth.  This4

network of organized crime has5

become a de facto, quasi-secret6

"supergovernment", exercising7

near absolute power over the8

world's banking system, and9

tremendous influence over the10

world's mass media and most of11

the world's ostensibly12

legitimate governments.13

Jews, members of a People14

who have chosen themselves to15

rule the World, comprise a16

majority of the World17

Manipulators, with substantial18

numbers of Aryans and Asians19

intoxicated with Judaic thought20

also participating in this21

obscene racket."22

And the rhetoric continues on.  Page23

556:24

"What is 'ZOG'?25
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'ZOG', an acronym for1

Zionist Occupation Government,2

is a popular euphemism for the3

alien anti-Americans, the4

Washington Criminals, and their5

willing collaborators..."6

It says here:7

"ZOG is "Zionist" because it8

aims toward fulfillment of a9

Jewish dream based on ancient10

myth that Jerusalem would one11

day be Capital of the World,12

issuing commands to all Nations13

of the Goyim (an usually14

derogatory Yiddish term for 'the15

Gentiles')."16

Okay, the question --17

MR. VIGNA:  Who is the author who18

posted that?  Maybe go to the beginning of the thread.19

MR. CAMP:  Let me just get the thread20

the beginning is on.  Posted by Ironheart April 14th,21

2004.22

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page 563,23

right?24

MR. CAMP:  No, that was --25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  556.1

MR. VIGNA:  Oh, sorry.2

MR. CAMP:  There is an article posted3

by Exterminance titled "Somalis and Internet."4

"There was a thread on5

Stormfront about SomaliNet, now6

SomethingAwful.com has gone7

through it and picked out some8

real gems.9

Somalis, put down the10

keyboards and pick your spears11

back up.  White culture is not12

working for you!!!"13

Smokeuman says:14

"I really hate15

'www.somethingawful.com'.  When16

I was recruiting on Newgrounds,17

one of the lemmings put up a18

link and the ignorant moron who19

runs the site started slamming20

Stromfront.21

And I was wondering: When22

the Somolians learned English,23

was their teacher showing them24

how to eat three bananas at once25
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in the process?"1

Unfortunately this one is titled2

"Long, Miserable Rant" by Exterminance on April 22nd.3

MR. VIGNA:  It is at page 5?4

MR. CAMP:  588.  I will try to get5

the highlights on this one.  Exterminance is from St.6

John.  Sounds like he has a crush on a beautiful girl7

in town who leads a promiscuous life, that she casually8

talks about methods of performing oral sex.  She can't9

count the guys she slept with.10

"Then, a couple of weeks ago, at11

the end of the work day, a12

couple of Blacks came to the13

side door of the restaurant, and14

the preacher's daughter - who15

works as a waitress here -16

opened the door and chatted with17

them a bit.18

Now, in Fort St. John there19

is no ghetto, so I guess the20

chance of ghettotype,21

super-violent Blacks showing up22

are relatively slim - thus far. 23

Nonetheless, their appearance a24

few minutes from closing at an25
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exit-only door put my hackles1

up."2

He goes on.  The girl states to him3

that she's dating a black and that his heart sank and4

goes on to say:5

"This girl is already far gone6

as a tramp, but now race treason7

had been added to the picture. 8

Why was this beautiful White9

girl making such a mess of her10

life?11

The next day, I warned her12

to use condoms, mentioning that13

the HIV rate in Blacks was14

something near %33 (and, since15

most Blacks are just butt-ugly,16

you can be sure it's the ones17

which women decide look good18

enough to sleep with who are19

most likely infected)."20

And that she assured him she'd use21

condoms.  Mentions that the black man walked into the22

restaurant and that:23

"The only race I feel hatred24

towards is Jews - but the25
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thought of a White girl getting1

intimate with one of these Black2

baboons filled me with rage and3

disgust."4

And that he didn't converse with them5

because it would initiate a fight.6

He goes on to discuss a conversation7

he had with this girl subsequent to this incident. 8

Explains to her that:9

"'I think people should stick10

with their own kind,' I replied.11

'It makes me really angry to see12

a Black go out with a White.'"13

And that racism is more about being14

about one's own race.15

"Now this beautiful girl, my16

co-worker, walks about with a17

mind in the coffin and a body18

soon to follow; her beauty19

little more than a cruel joke,20

temporarily covering the21

worm-ridden animated corpse that22

goes about wasting and23

despoiling the beauty of our24

race.  And what sort of life25
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will her daughter choose - about1

two years old, staying with2

Grandma and Grandpa while her3

mother sculpts her life into an4

unending parade of nameless5

penises trampling across her6

face, now adding a Black to that7

parade, and then what?"8

He compares being with a black man to9

a horse and a dog.  Then explains in a paragraph:10

"As long as I live, the Jews11

have an enemy."12

Then Glenn responds to this post:13

"Well you did what you could and14

it's to bad these immature girls15

are ruining there lives.  Come16

to Alberta there is plenty of17

room and work."18

That is post 475.  Jessy Destruction19

responds:20

"Hopefully all goes well and21

that race-traiting [censored]22

(as I like to call them) gets23

what she deserves."24

Cate8733 responds:25
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"No worries, as Glenn says come1

to Alberta, we'll find somewhere2

for you to stay..."3

MR. VIGNA:  Exterminator responds to4

the comments of Glenn Bahr.  "Thanks."5

MR. CAMP:  He responds to the posts6

by everyone, it sounds like.7

"Thanks for the support, folks."8

Calling her a "race traitor girl"9

here.10

Go down to 641.  Canadian_Kitten11

posts a title, "do you find that native Canadians are,12

in fact, a doomed race?"13

"Growing up in a community with14

a high Native population I have15

seen, worked with, and have16

spoken with a wide variety of17

Natives.  One thing remains the18

same: I have yet to be19

impressed.20

Their whole race seems so21

jaded that every offer of help22

they receive goes to waste."23

She explains she's sick of them24

getting free education, government cheques and other25
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benefits that are not used for their traditional way of1

life but for a satellite dish and alcohol.2

Her theory is that:3

"Natives have seeming4

genetically over-run themselves5

with cases of FAS (Fetal Alcohol6

Syndrome) therefore they are7

unable to make rational8

decisions and hold any9

responsibility."10

Talks about white guilt.11

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, just12

before you go down, can you go up a little bit where it13

says "moderators," can you mention the names that are14

mentioned and what does that mean?  Right under the15

title.16

MR. CAMP:  Glenn,17

Hapmaladroid, toth, mobile300,18

Irishcream.  Those are what are described as moderators19

on the website, and I guess that there is discussion on20

the website, their responsibility, from my experience,21

is to moderate discussions.22

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 641?23

MR. CAMP:  Sorry?24

MR. VIGNA:  Page 641?  Sorry to25
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interrupt.1

MR. CAMP:  Page 641.2

The question that Canadian_Kitten3

puts is:4

"What are we to do with them? 5

Are there any parties willing to6

challenge their monthly cheques7

and tax exemptions?  The days of8

the wild west are now gone..."9

There is some responses to that. 10

Canadian_kitten responds:11

"With the amount spent on them12

we could easily eliminate the13

debt!"14

WhiteEuroCanadian says:15

"The Natives have willingly16

abandoned their way of life. 17

The evil whiteman can't be18

blamed for their choice."19

He says:20

"Instead of using the Billions21

of dollars they get tax-free22

each year to educate23

themselfs/get of welfare/get a24

honest job/stop sniffing25
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glue/stop drinking Lysol, then. 1

Maybe they will get back their2

way of life of their ancestors. 3

Sitting Bull is rolling in his4

grave seeing what his people5

have become."6

And then explains that:7

"At least when Geranimo8

surrendered it was on his free9

will."10

And there is a response to this --11

these threads in discussion SS-88 on 465, post 46512

says:13

"I think nature will take it's14

course and they will eventually15

destroy themselves."16

Canadian_Kitten responds:17

"The drugs and alcohol are doing18

nice job so far."19

Down here hab_girl says:20

"Take the free help..... stop21

the gambling, stop the drinking,22

stop the drugs, stop the23

abuse/violence... start being24

the proud people you claim to25
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be!"1

In response to SS-88's post "I think2

nature will take its course and they will eventually3

destroy themselves," B.C. WCFU moderator joins in and4

says:5

"Maybe Nature Will Try And Save6

Time And Take The Fags, Spics,7

[censored]s, And Jews Along For8

The Ride..."9

Page 657, Canadian Aryan has a post10

on a thread that states:11

"Alcohol and Indians don't12

mix...It's proven time after13

time.  Sometimes when I drink to14

much  'firewater' I can also go15

Native..:)"16

Again, this is when Glenn, the head17

administrator in post 465 says or markets or advertises18

the interview that he is going to have on the Peter19

Warren Show.  He states:20

"Next Sunday I will be doing a21

radio interview with Peter22

Warren at 12:00 noon Alberta23

time on CKNW/Corus Radio24

Network."25
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Again, as we saw earlier, the1

testimony that Glenn Bahr was the one that conducted2

the interview.  And throughout this post, he ensures3

that everybody knows the time and date of the interview4

and what the interview is about.  Numerous posts here5

by Glenn regards to this.6

This is a thread about the upcoming7

protests and SS-88 responds to the thread on the8

post -- on a post that he will not be wearing Nazi gear9

at the protest.10

Post by Glenn with regards to an11

article about "Martin to polish Indian Act and give12

Metis their due."  And he also responds to his own post13

as well:14

"...Indian Affairs Department in15

order to get more bang for the16

$8 billion spent annually on17

aboriginals.18

This is rediculous. What has19

this 8 billion dollars20

accomplished thus far?"21

I am going to have to go to the top22

of this thread to see what it is about.  It is an23

article "Enoch signs historic land claim," Glenn posts:24

Cate8733 responds to the post by25
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Glenn:1

"The Enoch Cree Nation will2

receive $54 million in3

compensation from the federal4

government to resolve a5

century-old land claim that6

covers 26 square kilometres of7

west Edmonton."8

Cate8733 responds to the post by9

Glenn:10

"Fabulous, let's give them more11

money so that they can just buy12

the "Lysol  Company", perhaps13

with the left over reserve's14

they can purchase a small15

medical facility to revive their16

butt's instead of wasting tax17

dollars in public hospital;s. 18

OR..."19

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 704?20

MR. CAMP:  Page 704.21

"Maybe if lef talone long enough22

they'll all just inillate23

themselfs."24

Exterminance posts an article that25
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was written by David Lane, "the 88 Precepts."1

MR. VIGNA:  That is at page 716?2

MR. CAMP:  It is on page 716.  That3

is correct.  I will just highlight.  I won't go into4

all 88 Precepts, Madam Chair.  I will just highlight a5

few of the sections here.6

I will go down to Section 7:7

"Religion in its most beneficial8

form is the symbology of a9

People and their culture.  A10

multi-racial religion destroys11

the senses of uniqueness,12

exclusivity and value necessary13

to the survival of a race."14

Section 14 on page 718:15

"In accord with Nature's Laws,16

nothing is more right than the17

preservation of one's own race."18

MR. VIGNA:  21?19

MR. CAMP:  On page 719, Section 21:20

"People who allow others not of21

their race to live among them22

will perish, because the23

inevitable result of a racial24

integration is racial25
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inter-breeding which destroys1

the characteristics and2

existence of a race.3

Forced integration is4

deliberate and malicious5

genocide, particularly for a6

People like the White race, who7

are now a small minority in the8

world."9

MR. VIGNA:  23?10

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.11

Political, economic, and12

religious systems may be13

destroyed and resurrected by14

men, but the death of a race is15

eternal."16

MR. VIGNA:  26?17

MR. CAMP:  26.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me.  I just19

can't imagine it is possible that the Court Reporter is20

able to type that quickly.21

MR. CAMP:  I will slow down.  Section22

26 on page 719:23

"Nature has put a certain24

antipathy between races and25
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species to preserve the1

individuality and existence of2

each.  Violation of the3

territorial imperative necessary4

to preserve that antipathy leads5

to either conflict or6

mongrelization."7

Section 27:8

"It is not constructive to hate9

those of other races, or even10

those of mixed races.  But a11

separation must be maintained12

for the survival of one's own13

race.  One must, however, hate14

with a pure and perfect hatred15

those of one's own race who16

commit treason against one's own17

kind and against the nations of18

one's own kind.  One must hate19

with a perfect hatred all those20

People or practices which21

destroy one's People, one's22

culture, or the racial23

exclusiveness of one's24

territorial imperative."25
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MR. VIGNA:  28.1

MR. CAMP:  28, starting on page 719:2

"The concept of a multi-racial3

society violates every Natural4

Law for species preservation."5

Section 29 on page 720:6

"The concept of 'equality' is7

declared a lie by every evidence8

of Nature.  It is a search for9

the lowest common denominator,10

and its pursuit will destroy11

every superior race, nation or12

culture.  In order for a plow13

horse to run as fast as a race14

horse you would first have to15

cripple the race horse;16

conversely, in order for a race17

horse to pull as much as a plow18

horse, you would first have to19

cripple the plow horse.  In20

either case, the pursuit of21

equality is the destruction of22

excellence."23

And on Section 32.24

MR. VIGNA:  Page 720.25
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MR. CAMP:1

"Miscegenation, that is2

race-mixing, is and has always3

been, the greatest threat to the4

survival of the Aryan race."5

33:6

"Inter-species compassion is7

contrary to the Laws of Nature8

and is, therefore, suicidal.  If9

a wolf were to intercede to save10

a lamb from a lion, he would be11

killed.  Today, we see the White12

man taxed so heavily that he13

cannot afford children.  The14

taxes raised are then used to15

support the breeding of tens of16

millions of non-whites, many of17

whom then demand the last White18

females for breeding partners. 19

As you can see, man is subject20

to all the Laws of Nature.  This21

has nothing to do with morality,22

hatred, good or evil.  Nature23

does not recognize the concepts24

of good and evil in25
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inter-species relationships.  If1

the lion eats the lamb, it is2

good for the lion and evil for3

the lamb.  If the lamb escapes4

and the lion starves, it is good5

for the lamb and evil for the6

lion.  So, we see the same7

incident is labelled both good8

and evil.  This cannot be, for9

there are no contradictions10

within Nature's Laws."11

MR. VIGNA:  37?12

MR. CAMP:  I will go to 35.13

"Homosexuality is a crime14

against Nature.  All Nature15

declares the purpose of the16

instinct for sexual union is17

reproduction and thus,18

preservation of the species. 19

The overpowering male sex drive20

must be channeled toward21

possession of females of the22

same race, as well as elements23

such as territory and power,24

which are necessary to keep25
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them."1

Madam Chair, initially in the Section2

319(2) investigation, we did not include this Section3

35 because it was prior to Bill C-250 where sexual4

orientation for hate propaganda was not included in the5

list of identified groups that were protected.6

Section 37 page 721:7

"That race whose males will not8

fight to the death to keep and9

mate with their females will10

perish.  Any White man with11

healthy instincts feels disgust12

and revulsion when he sees a13

woman of his race with a man of14

another race.  Those, who today15

control the media and affairs of16

the Western World, teach that17

this is wrong and shameful. 18

They label it 'racism.'  As any19

'ism,' for instance the word20

'nationalism,' means to promote21

one's own nation; 'racism'22

merely means to promote and23

protect the life of one's own24

race.  It is, perhaps, the25
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proudest word in existence.  Any1

man who disobeys these instincts2

is anti-Nature."3

MR. VIGNA:  57, page 723?4

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.5

Section 57, page 723:6

"Propaganda is a legitimate and7

necessary weapon in any8

struggle.  The elements of9

successful propaganda are: 10

Simplicity, emotion, repetition,11

and brevity.  Also, since men12

believe what they want to13

believe, and since they want to14

believe that which they perceive15

as beneficial to themselves,16

then successful propaganda must17

appeal to the perceived18

self-interest of those to whom19

it is disseminated."20

MR. VIGNA:  66 and 67, page 724.21

MR. CAMP:  Section 66:22

"The organic founding Law of the23

Nation, or any law, is exactly24

as pertinent as the will and25
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power to enforce it."1

And 67 states.2

"An unarmed or non-militant3

People will be enslaved"4

Almost done with the forum.  Two more5

pages, Madam Chair.6

MR. VIGNA:  Page 728?7

MR. CAMP:  That is correct. 8

Exterminance's listing his views, one of them being an9

homosexuality:10

"Homosexuality... I've met11

enough homosexuals to know that12

their condition affects more13

than just their sexuality; it14

affects their entire15

personality.  A man is meant to16

fulfill certain societal roles,17

and the typical homosexual18

personality is very much an19

obstacle in fulfilling these20

roles.  Also, if it is proven21

genetic, that does not22

particularly legitimize it; it23

would be a good reason to apply24

a eugenics program.25
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However, I'm not too1

concerned about homosexuality. 2

I feel somewhat confident that3

elimination of the Jew will4

result in a decline in the5

proliferation of homosexuality,6

as it is Jewish doctrines of7

neo-Liberalism that encourage8

'experimentation' with 'sexual9

diversity' and 'celebration' of10

sexual deviance."11

Page 762, title of "Indians get more12

again."  WhiteEuroCanadian is complaining that:13

"The local stupid goverment has14

commited close to $300,000 for15

teaching indians in 7 local16

schools learn about their17

culture. [Heck they need to18

learn how to properly inhale19

glue and how to get handouts?]20

In Edmonton schools there21

are 6,000 students who22

self-identify themselfs as23

indians.  Another 2,000 are24

indians but dont identify25
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themselfs as such [even at that1

young age they are ashamed to2

say they are indians].  Out of3

all of them only 700 or so will4

get this new program.5

The same board has already6

tried to fester pride by7

offering language classes in8

Cree [their parents are too dumn9

to teach them themselfs?]  The10

classes will not teach world11

history or even science etc. 12

Instead it will teach indian13

visual arts, indian social14

studys, indian language arts15

[whatever the heck that is] to16

apperantly foster culture pride17

and feelings of inclusion."18

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 762?19

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  He20

states:21

"The true reason showed its evil22

head, teach us tollerance?  All23

that is is more brainwashing."24

Sarephine explains:25
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"Hummm maybe after they learn1

how to be chuggs they can all be2

sent to that wasteland chug3

province up north."4

Canadian_Kitten responds:5

"Perhaps they need a course on6

how to get pregnant early and7

plague the rest of us with their8

crap for generations to come."9

In response to that last comment,10

WhiteEuroCanadian responds back:11

"They got that down pat all12

ready."13

Euro Canadian says:14

"True and excellent responses,15

people!"16

That is the end of that thread.17

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, perhaps at18

this point to take a break to give a bit of rest to the19

witness and stenographer.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  My goodness.  It is21

quarter after 3.  Sure, 15 minutes.  I will see you at22

3:30.23

--- Upon recessing at 3:15 p.m.24

--- Upon resuming at 3:30 p.m.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good afternoon.1

THE REGISTRAR:  Be seated.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

We will carry on.  I just note for4

the record that the respondent and his representative5

aren't in the room presently, but pursuant to my6

direction yesterday, we are going to continue.7

So, Counsel?8

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, we had9

left off the discussion forum of the website.  I would10

just like to go very quickly with you the links to the11

other websites which the website in question link to. 12

So can you go to the main page and show us some of the13

key links that are of particular interest.14

MR. CAMP:  When you go to the home15

page of Western Canada For Us, which is also page 1 in16

this PDF file, again, I will bring your attention to17

this box right here that is titled "Main Menu."  On the18

main menu you can go to the home page, which is the one19

that we are on.  You can read about the mission20

statement of the Alberta Chapter and the B.C. Chapter.21

We just went through the forum, the22

discussions on the forum, so you can go to there as23

well.  Articles you can submit an article as well to24

add to discussions and you can also go to download25
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section.1

What I am going to do is do a --2

MR. VIGNA:  You are clicking on links3

on the web page?4

MR. CAMP:  Now, what the links are,5

once we get there, are links to general resources that6

are available through the WCFU website.  What I would7

like to show, with the permission of Madam Chair, this8

is the May 7th PDF file.  If I could go into the March9

31st PDF file.  This might take a moment.10

This is our first time into the March11

31st file.  Again, March 31st there was requests made12

to our Tech Crimes Section.  They took a mirror image13

or a picture of the website.14

MR. VIGNA:  If you go down to the15

bottom of that page, isn't there the links, at the very16

bottom of the page?17

MR. CAMP:  Oh, here is the links18

here.  So like I took do you to the main menu, down to19

links and you get into a number of other websites, and20

as it says here in the title page category "Canadian21

White Nationalist Resources For Canadians."22

MR. VIGNA:  Go to Canadian Heritage23

Alliance.  We see that in the evidence at one point.24

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  So what you can do25
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is you can tap into the address and we will see if this1

works.2

MR. VIGNA:  That is at what page are3

we on?4

MR. CAMP:  Page 18.5

MR. VIGNA:  And you are clicking on6

the link to Canadian Heritage Alliance, right?7

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  I am8

just waiting for it to come up.9

So what you will see and, again, this10

is -- what you are seeing today is real-time today, but11

back in 2004 this is what you'd be able to get through12

the Western Canada For Us website, which is links to13

other websites as a resource material.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So this is a15

current -- this is the way the website looks currently,16

not in 2004?17

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  But I18

can tell you in 2004 when I went through the links, I19

could go into the Canadian Heritage Alliance website20

back then as well, and it is still available today.21

What I will do next is I will show22

you the links that are available.  There is Canadian23

Heritage Alliance.  There is the British Union, British24

People's League, Canadian Association For Free25
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Expression, Northern Alliance, Volksfront.1

MR. VIGNA:  Can you go into Northern2

Alliance?  There is quite a bit of --3

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  Again, this will be4

what you can view today.  Again, you could go in 20045

into the same website.  There would obviously be some6

changes to the website since then.7

MR. VIGNA:  Maybe it doesn't exist8

anymore that website.9

MR. CAMP:  We will find out.  If it10

doesn't exist -- it may not exist anymore.  That is why11

it is taking so long.12

MR. VIGNA:  Move on.  We don't need13

to see.14

MR. CAMP:  There is also the New15

Nation Party, the Nationalist Party, B.C. White Pride,16

National Alliance.  You can go into also Stormfront. 17

You can go into the Aryan Nations.18

MR. VIGNA:  Go into Stormfront,19

please.20

MR. CAMP:  I just tapped into the21

Aryan Nations.  Just hang on.22

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  We are at page 20?23

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  I don't24

know why this one is taking so long.25
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MR. VIGNA:  You can move on.1

MR. CAMP:  There it is there.  So,2

again, this is real-time now.  This is today's Aryan3

Nations website.  "Master plan against your race,4

crushing the serpent."5

MR. FROMM:  I object to this.  This6

is what would be -- what you would see if you were to7

click on it today.8

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.9

MR. FROMM:  We have no way of knowing10

what was there.11

MR. CAMP:  I was mentioning that.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,13

Mr. Fromm.14

I agree.  So I don't know that it is15

particularly helpful to be going through the links. 16

Knowing what the links are is --17

MR. CAMP:  Okay, sufficient.  So Our18

Race is Our Nation, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,19

Volksfront International, White Renegade, the Zündel20

Site.  You can get merchandise through Panzerfaust21

Records, White Power Warehouse, Aryanwear, Micetrap22

Distribution and Diehard Records.23

Those are the links that are24

provided.25
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MR. VIGNA:  Are you familiar with1

White Renegade, the site, not going into it, but just2

the site?  Are you familiar with it?3

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, the White Renegade4

site is particularly anti-Semitic from the -- when I5

viewed it back in 2004, and particularly offensive6

towards minority communities as well.7

In fact, I shouldn't say the word8

"offensive."  Basically White Renegade's website9

violates Section 319(2) of the Criminal Code.  It is10

based out of British Columbia.11

MR. FROMM:  I have to object.  I12

think the Sergeant is giving a legal opinion.  If they13

haven't been charged and convicted, I don't think he14

can say that.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Has there been any16

can charges?17

MR. CAMP:  I think there has been a18

charge.  It is B.C. Hate Crimes Unit, I think, has19

charged the owner of that website, as far as I know.  I20

am not sure it is gone before the Courts yet.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sergeant Camp was22

qualified as an expert yesterday on the issue of hate23

crimes, so his evidence, his opinion evidence is not24

determinative of the issue, but it is certainly25
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admissible.1

MR. FROMM:  He wasn't tendered as an2

expert witness.  He was tendered as a witness of fact.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  He was tendered as4

an expert witness.5

MR. FROMM:  There was a comment in6

his CV that an Alberta Court, I believe, had accepted7

him as a witness in some case, but he is not being8

tendered as an expert witness here.  There has9

certainly not been an expert report.  We have had his,10

I guess, report for the Section 319 charges.  We have11

had the Affidavit of the search warrant that was12

executed on Glenn Bahr, but we haven't had an expert13

report.14

MR. VIGNA:  We haven't tendered him15

as expert, Madam Chair, but he is familiar with the16

area of hate.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you, Counsel.18

MR. VIGNA:  But I don't insist on the19

particular last aspect of his testimony.  I think the20

evidence will be sufficient.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  Carry22

on.23

MR. CAMP:  Madam Chair, as mentioned24

earlier, in regards to the forum that we looked at on25
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May 7th, again, this is the March 31st picture, and I1

am not sure what you would like to do.  There are a2

number of additional pieces of commentary on the forum3

here on March 31st that is different than the stuff on4

May 7th.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  M-hm.6

MR. CAMP:  I am not sure if you want7

to view it.  There is just, like I say, probably maybe8

ten.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If there is10

anything that, Counsel, you feel is particularly11

salient, I am happy to hear it.12

MR. VIGNA:  I didn't hear the last13

part of what you said.14

MR. CAMP:  This is, again, the March15

31st picture of the website.  Again, as I mentioned,16

there is a number of discussion pieces and posts and17

threads that are identical to the May 7th content.18

However, there are additional ones19

that aren't on the May 7th picture in regards to20

discussion that we would consider that violate Section21

319 or pieces of the puzzle, I guess, of the totality22

of the content.23

So I am not sure if you want to24

review those ones from this site on the forum.25
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MR. VIGNA:  Show us one or two.1

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  On page 142.  I2

found in interesting not so much because of the3

content, but the title is new downloads.  It is4

authored by SS-88:5

"I have just added some6

literature on the downloads7

section.  Check it out."8

This is on March 13th.9

We will be going into the literature10

that SS-88 says he has added in the download section11

after we finish with this.12

Page 304.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sergeant, it14

appears that these website are cumulative, that posts15

get added rather than deleted.  That is what it seems16

that I have been viewing.17

Can you tell me why the March 31st18

site, which would predate the May site that we were19

looking at, would have some things missing from it?20

MR. CAMP:  My only answer to that21

would be that you can also delete threads from the22

paste off your website.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  So who can24

do that?25
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MR. CAMP:  The head administrator.1

I would say the person that has2

control of what is being -- the person that has control3

of the content, they want to add or delete on the4

website, they would have that, I guess, prerogative to5

add or delete what they wish.6

You can add or delete onto a website,7

if you have that control, from any computer in the8

world, if you have that control.9

This can be seen in the May 7th one10

in regards to the execution of Sheikh Ahmed Yassin.11

There is some -- a post down here12

where SS-88 shows content control by saying:13

"I censored the word "kill"14

incase someone uses it in a15

threatening way.  I have16

uncensored it."17

On this one, SS-88 speaks about the18

protests and where it will be held, that is the free19

Ernst Zündel protest for March 28th.  It explains20

things that he will be doing as he facilitates this.21

Then after the protest, he explains22

it was a great success:23

"I would like to thank everyone24

who helped out and showed up."25
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Then says down here:1

"Pictures will be posted2

shortly."3

As you noticed on the pictures4

portion, every picture is posted by Glenn, again,5

showing content control.6

Again, in this thread he is getting7

some information that he wants to add to our links8

section, again, SS-88, page 158.9

"Thanx for the great info bro! 10

Email me the KKK website link so11

I can add it to our links12

section."13

Again, showing the control of the14

content on the website.15

Here SS-88 posts a story about booing16

the U.S. flag prompts a school apology, and then later17

on in this thread -- it is just frozen here.  I don't18

know how to fix this.19

Okay, we will move on to another20

section here.  This one, actually, is another repeat. 21

We read this one about the Jews not opening up the golf22

course.23

I should actually focus on this one,24

too.  You can see, again, it is the March 31st one and,25
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again, it is still there on May 7th, which is five1

weeks this post and thread has been left there.2

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, we are3

going to carry on with the CD ROM later with the4

complainant.  I am going to ask you questions leading5

to the arrest and charge and the issue of the bail6

conditions.7

MR. CAMP:  Sure.8

MR. VIGNA:  As a result of your9

investigation, at the end of the investigation did you10

proceed to an arrest?  Where and what happened exactly11

and tell us basically in a nutshell, who did you12

arrest, where and what happened?13

MR. CAMP:  I will refer to Tab 8 in14

regards to the arrest of Glenn Bahr, which occurred in15

January.16

MR. VIGNA:  Page 28.17

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.18

That is not the arrest.  That is the19

warrant.  There is no copy of the subsequent arrest of20

Glenn Bahr in Tab 8.21

I can tell you this, Madam Chair,22

that in order for us to lay a charge of willful23

promotion of hatred, we have to get consent of the24

Attorney General and that consent was given on January25
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7th, 2005.1

MR. VIGNA:  You are referring to Tab2

Number 4?3

MR. CAMP:  No, in Tab 3.4

MR. VIGNA:  Tab 3?5

MR. CAMP:  Director of Special6

Prosecutions, Criminal Justice Division reviewed the7

file and approved the Canada-wide warrant for the8

arrest of Glenn Bahr on the willful promotion of9

hatred, based on the information before the Crown's10

office.11

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to produce12

that as an exhibit just for the purposes of chronology,13

Madam Chair.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.15

THE REGISTRAR:  The letter dated16

January 7, 2005, signed by Gregory Blake Lepp addressed17

To Whom It May Concern regarding Glenn Bahr will be18

filed as Commission Exhibit HR 15.19

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-15: Letter dated20

January 7, 2005, signed by21

Gregory Blake Lepp addressed To22

Whom It May Concern regarding23

Glenn Bahr24

MR. CAMP:  Subsequent to the approval25
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of a Canada-wide warrant, on January 7th, I received1

consent from the Attorney General, Alberta Justice.2

MR. VIGNA:  That is in Tab 4?3

MR. CAMP:  Tab 4.4

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to produce5

that as an exhibit also.6

THE REGISTRAR:  The consent of the7

Attorney General dated January 7, 2005, will be filed8

as Commission Exhibit HR-16.9

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-16: Consent of10

the Attorney General dated11

January 7, 200512

MR. CAMP:  And then on Tab 5, there13

was approval to go, again, for a Canada-wide warrant on14

Glenn Bahr.15

MR. VIGNA:  And then there is Tab 6?16

MR. CAMP:  Tab 6 was the 10th of17

January, 2005 when we received the endorsement of the18

warrant into British Columbia by a Justice of the Peace19

in the province of British Columbia.20

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to21

produce --22

MR. CAMP:  Sorry, where they23

authorized the arrest of Glenn Bahr.24

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to produce25
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that as an exhibit.1

THE REGISTRAR:  Should we have 52

first?3

MR. VIGNA:  Five hasn't been4

produced?5

THE REGISTRAR:  No.  The Affidavit of6

Kimberly -- what is the last name?  Sorry, I can't make7

out the last name.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Looks like9

R-I-O-P-K-U.10

THE REGISTRAR:  Dated January 7,11

2005, will be marked as Commission Exhibit HR-17.12

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-17: Affidavit of13

Kimberly Riopku dated January 7,14

2005.15

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, just a16

technical issue.  My colleague advises me that perhaps17

there is a mistake in HR-14, one of the documents.18

THE REGISTRAR:  We removed HR-14 and19

we don't reuse the same number, so we go to Number 15.20

The Endorsement of Warrant in the21

Province of British Columbia signed by the Justice of22

the Peace of the Province of British Columbia will be23

filed as Commission Exhibit HR-18.24

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-18: Endorsement25
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of Warrant in the Province of1

British Columbia signed by the2

Justice of the Peace of the3

Province of British Columbia4

MR. VIGNA:  Just explain Tab 6 very5

quickly, the Endorsement of Warrant.  What is the6

purpose of that?7

MR. CAMP:  Well, in order to go into8

another province and execute a warrant, an arrest9

warrant, we need approval from the Justice of the Peace10

of that province to give us that endorsement.11

So when we flew into British Columbia12

on that day, we went to the courthouse in Abottsford,13

B.C. and received endorsement by the Justice of the14

Peace there.15

MR. VIGNA:  Then is there a charge16

that is laid eventually in Tab 7?17

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, the Information is18

laid on January 7th, 2005, in Tab 7 and is endorsed by19

a Justice of the Peace there.20

MR. VIGNA:  You are familiar with the21

documents?22

MR. CAMP:  Yes, I am.  That is my23

signature on the bottom right.24

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to file this25
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document.1

THE REGISTRAR:  I am sorry, could you2

help me out?3

MR. VIGNA:  Tab 7, Information of a4

criminal charge against Mr. Glenn David Bahr for5

violations of Section 319(2) of the Criminal Code.6

THE REGISTRAR:  The document as7

described will be filed as Commission Exhibit HR-19.8

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-19:  Information9

of a criminal charge against10

Mr. Glenn David Bahr for11

violations of Section 319(2) of12

the Criminal Code13

MR. VIGNA:  Now, as a result of this,14

yesterday where you mentioned going a little bit15

forward to the arrest and certain observations on the16

body of Glenn Bahr, can you refresh our memory on that17

particular aspect of the evidence?18

MR. CAMP:  I spoke to you in regards19

to tattoos on the body?20

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah.21

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, that was during the22

search warrant when I asked him about the tattoos.23

MR. VIGNA:  That was during the24

search warrant?25
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MR. CAMP:  That is correct.1

MR. VIGNA:  Can you tell us, then, as2

a result of this criminal charge, were there bail3

conditions, and if they are existing today what they4

are, most particularly regarding the use of the5

internet for Mr. Bahr?6

MR. CAMP:  Right.  Glenn Bahr was7

arrested in Langley, B.C., at his residence and flown8

out to Alberta where we processed him in the Arrest9

Processing Unit of Downtown Division and the on the10

bail that we had ask for his release --11

MR. VIGNA:  In Tab 8?12

MR. CAMP:  In Tab 8, page 7.  And I13

will go actually, page 8, Condition Number 2 and 3:14

"Not to be in possession of a15

computer, terminal, hard drive16

or any similar components that17

may assist in electronic18

communication on the internet or19

the World Wide Web."20

And Number 3:21

"Not to be on-line from any22

internet connection with any23

hate site in the world."24

Those conditions have since been25
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relaxed.1

MR. VIGNA:  How have they been2

relaxed and since when, to the best of your knowledge?3

MR. CAMP:  To the best of my4

knowledge, they were relaxed during the Preliminary5

Inquiry, which is halfway through right now.  The6

second half is in October but there was requests made7

by Bahr's counsel to relax the conditions so that he8

could have access to the internet, and if I remember9

correctly -- like I say, I don't have the document10

here.  There was not any argument from the Crown.  He11

was able to access the internet on a computer from a12

public site for personal reasons such as banking and to13

do research as well.14

MR. VIGNA:  From your familiarity15

with the criminal process, bail conditions last until16

when exactly?  Are they forever or are they until the17

proceedings?18

MR. CAMP:  They would be until the19

criminal trial is complete.20

MR. VIGNA:  And is the criminal trial21

complete?22

MR. CAMP:  We are still halfway23

through the Preliminary.24

MR. VIGNA:  I just would like to take25
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you to page 11 of your Investigation Report, Tab 8.1

MR. CAMP:  Yes, sir.2

MR. VIGNA:  Actually, page 12, the3

following page.  Can you just give us what you are4

talking about in paragraph 6, 7 and 5 about the5

internet and the ISP and all that?6

MR. CAMP:  Basically in my7

conversations with Technological Crimes Section, it is8

just general knowledge of the internet and the World9

Wide Web, basically the internet is a worldwide10

computer network that does not know geopolitical11

boundaries.12

On the internet, there is transfer of13

communications and data that is ongoing, and that to14

access the internet you need to access it through an15

internet service provider that connects it to the16

internet.17

One of the components of the internet18

is the World Wide Web.  Basically the World Wide Web is19

graphical pages that can display information and host20

discussions, function as forums for communication21

between the host and the reader, that there are sites22

that are completely accessible to members of the public23

and there are sites that are accessible only either by24

membership or by payment.25
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Websites are said to be hosted on a1

computer, that the data which comprises the website can2

be designed, maintained and updated from any authorized3

computer anywhere in the world, and it doesn't have to4

be in the same jurisdiction or physical proximity of5

the website's host.6

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, we are just7

looking for a document, if you can bear with me a8

second.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  While you are10

looking, Counsel, I did have a question of Sergeant11

Camp.12

You read earlier from your -- the13

HR-2, the document at Tab 8 at page 24, entry called14

the "Treaty Song."  Now, that is not a post that we15

came across when you were reviewing the website, so is16

this one of the posts that had been deleted from the17

time that you -- could you explain to he how you got18

this and what happened to it?19

MR. CAMP:  Sure.  First of all, the20

Hate Crime Unit was new and this was our first internet21

investigation.  At the time of seeing this post on22

WCFU, I just highlighted it and copied it and put it23

onto the chronology of events that was occurring on the24

website, which ultimately became this document.25
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When we took a picture of the site on1

March 31st, the -- that post wasn't there.  So I am2

assuming someone -- it was deleted by the content3

controller of the site.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So about when did5

you take that copy?6

MR. CAMP:  That would have been --7

well, it was March 18th, the day I saw it.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thanks.9

MR. VIGNA:  I found the document,10

Madam Chair.  I am just looking it through.11

Do you remember the date of the12

arrest?13

MR. CAMP:  January 10th.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If Sergeant Camp15

doesn't need to be using the computer anymore, perhaps16

it would be more comfortable for the two of you if he17

were to relocate to the table here.  That way you18

wouldn't be speaking to his back.19

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  I think my20

colleague, Mr. Warman, will question him later on the21

computer, but he can go there in the meantime.22

Sergeant Camp, you can go back to the23

witness chair.24

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.25
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MR. VIGNA:  You will go back to the1

computer.  Just leave it open.  Just briefly describe2

the arrest and how it took place.  Can you just give a3

general overview of the arrest in B.C. of Mr. Bahr?4

MR. CAMP:  Well, we arrived at -- we5

arrived at the residence of Glenn Bahr, knocked on his6

door.  He answered.  Placed him under arrest,7

transported him to the airport, escorted him onto the8

R.C.M.P. plane.  The plane flew from the -- sorry, from9

Langley, we drove to Abottsford where the airport was,10

I escorted him onto a plane and flew from Abottsford to11

the Municipal Airport in Edmonton and then transported12

him in a police marked unit to the Edmonton Police13

Service headquarters, processed the paperwork and took14

him and the paperwork down to Arrest Processing Unit to15

speak to bail.16

MR. VIGNA:  I am practically17

finished, Madam Chair.  I am just reviewing my notes in18

case I forgot something.19

Just for purposes of clarity, the day20

he shut down the website, at what point in time?  Was21

it at the search warrant or at the arrest?22

MR. CAMP:  That I shut down the23

website?24

MR. VIGNA:  No, the website was shut25
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down.1

MR. CAMP:  Well, the search warrant2

was conducted on 2004, May 7th and the website was shut3

down on May 8th.4

MR. VIGNA:  Do you remember receiving5

a phone call?6

MR. CAMP:  Yes, I do.  I am just7

trying to remember the date.  It was either May 10th or8

May 12th, 2004 when I received a phone call from Glenn9

Bahr.  Again, I am going by memory.10

He phoned me at the Edmonton Police11

Service Hate Crimes Unit and told me he was -- that he12

had shut down the website, that the media got a hold of13

the story.  It wasn't him that leaked the story out,14

that what he -- he didn't, again, know that the website15

was breaching Section 319, but did take care of16

shutting it down and that he wants to get on with his17

life.18

Again, I just want to iterate that19

this was not a -- this was an unsolicited phone call20

that came from him to me.  I think there was some21

conversation about if there was going to be a charge or22

not.23

That was -- I mean, those were the24

general themes of the conversation.25
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MR. VIGNA:  I would like you to refer1

to Tab 2.2

MR. CAMP:  Tab 2?3

MR. VIGNA:  Do you recognize this4

document, which is a photocopy of various documents,5

and if so, what can you tell us about it?6

MR. CAMP:  This was the -- some of7

the business cards in his wallet that I took a look at8

after his arrest at the Edmonton Police Service9

downtown headquarters.10

There is a B.C. driver's licence,11

which is the item to the left there that is blacked12

out, and a few other pieces of -- or other business13

cards, I guess.14

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to just file15

this document, Madam Chair.16

THE REGISTRAR:  Business cards found17

in Glenn Bahr's wallet after his arrest will be filed18

as Commission Exhibit HR-20.19

* EXHIBIT NO. HR-20: Business20

cards found in Glenn Bahr's21

wallet after his arrest22

MR. VIGNA:  We will terminate for23

myself, Madam Chair.  Mr. Warman will continue with the24

aspect of the literature on the website.  Mr. Camp will25
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eventually go back to the computer.1

MR. CAMP:  I don't think I have to go2

back there for this.3

*EXAMINATION BY MR. WARMAN4

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, could I5

please ask you to turn to page 25 of 32?  That is at6

Tab 8, HR-2.7

MR. CAMP:  Okay.8

MR. WARMAN:  Now, just before we9

begin, if you look at the current page of the WCFU10

website that is available there, if you look at the11

left-hand side at the sort of mid-level there, do you12

see a list of links there?  Sorry, list of links to13

individual portions of the website, starting with Home14

and then Image Gallery?15

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, under Main Menu16

there is a list of links to the website, Home, Image17

Gallery, Alberta Chapter, Manitoba Chapter, et cetera.18

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you, sorry.  The19

fluorescent lighting makes it a little tough, but can20

you tell me what the third from the bottom link is,21

please?22

MR. CAMP:  Well, when you are on a23

home page, if you go to the "downloads section," you24

come up to a screen like you -- what you are looking at25
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right now, and from that screen, you would be able to1

tap into portions of either the Third Reich, Postcards,2

Literature, Jews, New Renaissance and pull up or what3

would appear on the screen are portions of literature4

that are available for download.  By download that5

would mean either by printing or copying to CD, I6

guess.7

So there is flyers and there is8

literature.  Now, if you look under "Third Reich,"9

there is World War II postcards and they show as 1310

files, and under "Literature" you will see "Jews" and11

"New Renaissance," and on "Jews" there is two files and12

"New Renaissance" for there is and under Western Canada13

For Us, there's flyers and video, one flyer file and14

two video files.15

MR. WARMAN:  At paragraph 30 on,16

again, page 25 of your report, can you just tell me the17

second of the documents that you downloaded from the18

WCFU website, please, or that you viewed, that is19

listed in that paragraph?20

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, under the "Third21

Reich," and I am reading off the report here, you can22

tap into -- sorry, a number of titles came up.  One of23

the titles was called "88 Precepts."24

MR. WARMAN:  And if you go further in25
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the paragraph, there is another title that is named1

there.2

MR. CAMP:  Under the title3

"Postcards"?4

MR. WARMAN:  In paragraph 30 starting5

at "the novel is titled"?  It is the third sentence --6

third line from the bottom.7

MR. CAMP:  Third line from the8

bottom.  Oh.9

MR. WARMAN:  Can you just tell me10

what the name of the work was?11

MR. CAMP:  The Turner Diaries.12

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.13

I will come back to that in a moment,14

but can you also, please, go to paragraph 33, which is15

located on page 26 of that same HR-2.16

MR. CAMP:  Right.17

MR. WARMAN:  And can you tell me what18

other works you found that were available for download?19

MR. CAMP:  Under the section20

"Literature," once you move the icon over there and tap21

in, two choices come up under "Jews," and if you click22

"Jews," two choices are presented, the "International23

Jew" and "The Silent Jew."24

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.25
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MR. CAMP:  I have personally reviewed1

both of these documents.2

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.3

Can you turn to paragraph 35, please,4

of that same page, and can you tell me what works you5

found available for download there?6

MR. CAMP:  Under "New Renaissance"7

you could download and view "Mein Kampf" by Adolf8

Hitler and "White Power" by George Lincoln Rockwell,9

the founder of the American Nazi Party.10

MR. WARMAN:  And you personally11

viewed all of the works you just discussed, having12

downloaded them from the WCFU website; is that correct?13

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.14

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.15

I would ask you to turn to the16

document, I believe you have it in front of you, that17

starts with page 88, "The Black Plague."18

MR. CAMP:  Right.19

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, we will20

just hand out the exhibit now.  It has been previously21

disclosed as part of the CD ROM electronic disclosure22

that was originally provided by the Commission.23

MR. VIGNA:  The diskette, just to be24

more clear.25
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MR. WARMAN:  Sorry.1

Sergeant Camp, this document is2

titled "The Black Plague."  Can you tell me where this3

is from?4

MR. CAMP:  "The Black Plague" is a5

chapter of George Lincoln Rockwell's book called "White6

Power."7

MR. WARMAN:  Is that the book in8

paragraph 35 you just mentioned?9

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.10

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.11

Can you just read me the first12

paragraph that you have listed there.  Sorry, again,13

you personally reviewed the materials in this14

paragraph?15

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.16

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.17

Can you just read me the first18

paragraph there?19

MR. CAMP:20

"There you have the21

Jewish-Communist program in a22

nutshell - the USE of the23

backward, childish and savage24

Negro race to destroy the White25
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Race, which stands between the1

Jews and their mad goal of world2

domination from Israel.3

To make a mutiny - which is4

what Communism is - you need5

mobs of raging and savage6

people.  The Jews, compromising7

only a fraction of one percent8

of the world's people, are too9

few to produce their own mobs,10

and they are too unfond of11

physical violence to provide any12

large amount of their own13

"muscle."14

They need vast numbers of15

peanut-brained, violent but16

robot-like "troops."  The Negro17

race is perfect for the needs of18

the Jews in fomenting their19

mutiny.  But before the blacks20

can do the Jews can and Marxists21

any good, they must first be22

placed in position and23

conditioned.24

In Africa (and in the rural25
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south) the Blacks have neither1

the means, the spirit nor the2

tools to be of service to the3

Jewish schemers."4

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, can you5

read the second paragraph that is listed there, please?6

MR. CAMP:7

American rebellion against Jew8

tyranny, once it breaks loose, into CONSTRUCTIVE,9

rather than purely destructive directions.  If I am10

successful, we can find a just solution to the Jewish11

problem.  If I am unsuccessful, there will be Jews12

swinging from every lamp post in America.13

MR. WARMAN:  And you indicated14

previously that this was written by an individual named15

George Lincoln Rockwell who was the founder of the16

American Nazi Party; is that correct?17

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.18

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, I would19

just like to tender this as an exhibit.20

THE REGISTRAR:  The three-page21

document entitled "The Black Plague" will be filed as22

Complainant Exhibit C-1.23

* EXHIBIT NO. C-1: The three-page24

extracts from book entitled "The25
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Black Plague"1

MR. FROMM:  We have only had the2

first three quotations in any way identified.  Are3

these continuous quotations or are these a sentence4

taken here or taken there?  It really hasn't been very5

clearly identified, at least in my mind.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Perhaps you can put7

more questions to Sergeant Camp?8

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, you have9

identified that this was taken from the work "White10

Power" by George Lincoln Rockwell that you personally11

saw only the website; is that correct?12

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.13

MR. WARMAN:  And the book "White14

Power," how would you describe its general contents,15

having looked through the work?16

MR. CAMP:  It is an incredible piece17

of anti-Semitism and racism.  It is one of the -- what18

is the word I can use?  I think one of the highlights19

of white supremacy as far as literature, by far, in its20

violent content.21

It is a relentless and ongoing book22

that never stops or ceases to amaze anyone that reads23

it in regards to its racist and anti-Semitic content. 24

It just goes on and on and on.  It is one of the most25
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abhorrent pieces of literature I have ever seen.1

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, if it is of2

any assistance, we will be tendering the full3

downloaded version of these documents pursuant to my4

testimony as well.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you, I6

appreciate that.7

I appreciate Mr. Fromm's concerns,8

then, that it isn't possible from here, really, to get9

a sense of what the whole of the text is and whether or10

not we are able to satisfy Mr. Fromm that these might11

be taken out of context.  Certainly I would like to see12

the larger documents as well.13

MR. WARMAN:  Yes, they are already,14

in fact, included in our book of documents for my15

testimony, so we will undertake to into introduce those16

as well.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.18

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, can you19

identify at the top of the excerpt, just above "The20

Black Plague" above the first paragraph, there is two21

letters and a number there.  Can you just --22

MR. CAMP:  Page 88?23

MR. WARMAN:  Just above the second24

paragraph that you read.25
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MR. CAMP:  Page 87 to page 88.1

MR. WARMAN:  Are those the page2

numbers from the copy that you viewed from which these3

excerpts were taken?4

MR. CAMP:  That is right.  I took5

excerpts from the -- when I viewed the entire copy, the6

downloaded a copy of the literature and copied7

highlights specifically for the criminal proceeding.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So this is a9

document, Sergeant Camp, that you prepared by10

extracting -- you prepared it yourself by extracting11

pieces from this publication called "White Power"?12

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.14

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, does that15

adequately identify the document for your concerns?16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, perhaps if we17

identify it as extracts from publication called "White18

Power."19

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.  Sergeant20

Camp, I would like to take you to the next document,21

which is entitled "The International Jew."22

MR. CAMP:  Right.23

MR. WARMAN:  Just wait a minute while24

counsel for the Commission distributes the copies.25
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Sergeant Camp, can you identify this1

document, please?2

MR. CAMP:  Again, similar to the3

excerpts from "The Black Plague," I viewed the copies4

of the downloaded portions of the "International Jew,"5

perused the content and extracted, again, by cutting6

and pasting onto this document, highlighted sections of7

the document.8

MR. WARMAN:  And again, Madam Chair,9

we will also be introducing the full electronic text of10

this report as well, pursuant to my testimony.11

MR. CAMP:  Just to give you an12

indication, you don't have to go too far to find it. 13

Like, you open the page and you are going to find it. 14

It is same with the "White Power" book by George15

Lincoln Rockwell.  Pick a page, it will be there.  It16

is not something you have to look very hard for as far17

as the content.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And so the full19

text of these documents is available in the diskette20

that was provided earlier as HR-8; is that correct?21

MR. VIGNA:  No, that is not correct. 22

There will be another diskette that will be produced23

through Richard Warman.  We have the diskette for that24

and it is going to be produced through Mr. Richard25
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Warman.  That is where all the literature will be1

because we got it through Mr. Warman, and Sergeant Camp2

had viewed the literature at that time, but not the one3

that actually made the CD ROM.  So there will be4

another CD ROM with all these excerpts.5

MR. CAMP:  If I could add to that as6

well.  When I had asked our Technological Crimes7

Section to take a picture of the file, I assumed that8

would include the downloads that were there.9

After the pictures were taken, I10

found out that they were able to take a mirror picture11

of the surface of the file but weren't able to get into12

the -- or they could have gone in but they didn't think13

they needed to go into the titles, the "Jews" where you14

find the content or the pieces of literature there, so15

they didn't do it for me.16

I assumed that that would be there,17

but it wasn't, so we are talking about downloads taken18

from the website from Richard Warman.  However, I can19

say that I actually at the time of their -- of the20

WCFU's inception that I did view the documents there as21

well on that website.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.23

MR. CAMP:  Through those links that24

we were just showing.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Thank you.1

MR. WARMAN:  Mr. Camp, at the top2

there is -- it indicates the author.  Can you tell me3

who the author of this work is, please?4

MR. CAMP:  Henry Ford.5

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.  Madam Chair,6

I would like to tender this as an exhibit.7

THE REGISTRAR:  Would you like to8

describe the exhibit?9

MR. WARMAN:  Excerpts from "The10

International Jew" by Henry Ford.11

THE REGISTRAR:  The document as12

described will be filed as complainant Exhibit C-2.13

* EXHIBIT NO. C-2: Excerpts from14

"The International Jew" by Henry15

Ford16

MR. WARMAN:  Mr. Camp, this is a17

fairly extensive collection of excerpts.  I won't take18

you through all of them.  I would just like to take you19

to a few sections of it.  On the third page it says --20

in the middle it says page 8, paragraph 3.21

MR. CAMP:  Right.22

MR. WARMAN:  Can you just read that23

section, please?24

MR. CAMP:25
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"Very early in the Jewish story1

we discovered the tendency of2

Israel to be a master nation,3

with other nations as its4

vassals."5

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.  Can I take6

you two further pages to page 10, paragraph 3, please.7

MR. CAMP:8

"Unfortunately the element of9

race, which so easily lends10

itself to misinterpretation as11

racial prejudice, is injected12

into the question but the mere13

fact that the chain of14

international finance as it is15

traced around the world16

discloses at every link a Jewish17

capitalist, a financial family,18

or a Jewish-controlled banking19

system."20

MR. WARMAN:  Can you continue just21

with the next paragraph, please?22

MR. CAMP:23

"One of the burdens the Jews24

have had to bear as a race is25
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this burden of racial1

unpopularity.  Even in modern2

times, in civilized countries,3

in conditions which render4

persecution absolutely5

impossible, this unpopularity6

exists.  And what is more, the7

Jew has not seemed to care to8

cultivate the friendship of the9

Gentile masses, due perhaps to10

the failures of experience, but11

due more likely to his inborn12

persuasion that he belongs to a13

superior race."14

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.15

Could I take you two further pages16

to -- at the very top it states page 15 bottom and then17

the fourth line down it begins "the principal18

Jewish..."19

MR. CAMP:20

"The principal Jewish influences21

which are charged with bringing22

about the downfall of German23

order may be named under three24

heads: (a) the spirit of25
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Bolshevism, which masqueraded1

under the name of German2

Socialism; (b) Jewish ownership3

and control of the Press; (c)4

Jewish control of the food5

supply and the industrial6

machinery of the country."7

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.8

Mr. Camp, can I take you four pages9

further, it states "page 24, para 1" and I note that10

all of the excerpts are in ascending order.  So if I11

somehow mistake the page, then we can find it that way.12

Can you please read the paragraph13

that's underneath page 24, para 1, please, and14

paragraph 2 as well?15

MR. CAMP:16

"There is always difference in17

the world between an American18

Jew and a Jewish American.  A19

Jewish American is a mere20

amateur Gentile, doomed to be a21

parasite forever.22

The ghetto is not an23

American product but the Jews'24

own importation."25
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MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.1

Can I take you to page 619, para 6. 2

Sorry, I don't know the exact number of pages.  It is3

about ten pages or so.  So at the middle of the page,4

page 619, para 6, could I get you to read from "the5

Jewish" down to "processes," please.6

MR. CAMP:7

"The Jewish expectation of World8

Rule is, of course, absurd,9

although the mass of Jews10

sincerely hold it.  Their11

condemnation is that they regard12

every degeneracy in society as13

bringing them a step nearer14

their goal, which explains the15

great assistance they give to16

all degenerative processes."17

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you, Sergeant18

Camp.  I would like to finish with that particular19

work.20

Can I please take you to the next21

document, which will be distributed which is entitled22

"Highlights of the Turner Diaries."23

Sergeant Camp, can you just describe24

what this is, please?25
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MR. CAMP:  Again, from the copies of1

the downloads which I reviewed, I extracted by cutting2

and pasting highlights of a book written by since3

deceased William Pierce, which was the head of the4

National Alliance, under the pen name of Alexander5

MacDonald, a book called the "Turner Diaries."6

The book is a fictional novel about a7

person by the name of Earl Turner who is, in the8

context of world history, the leader of a revolutionary9

force that is fighting back because of the Jewish10

domination of the world and leading an Aryan rebellion11

to fight back to bring the Aryan nation of the whites12

back up to their -- away from their subservient role,13

away from the Jews and the blacks and that they belong14

to a revolutionary group called the Order.15

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, I would16

just like to tender this document as an exhibit,17

please, entitled "Highlights Or Excerpts From the18

Turner Diaries."19

THE REGISTRAR:  The document as20

described will be filed as Complainant Exhibit C-3.21

* EXHIBIT NO. C-3: Highlights Or22

Excerpts From the Turner Diaries23

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, you24

previously indicated that this work was prohibited from25
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importation into Canada by Canada Customs as hate1

propaganda; is that correct?2

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.3

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, could I4

direct you to the bottom of the first page that5

indicates page 25, and could I just have you please6

read that paragraph until you reach "civilizations."7

MR. CAMP:8

"After the police released them,9

George gave her some books on10

race and history and some11

Organization publications to12

read."13

MR. WARMAN:  Could I just stop you14

there.  And the Organization is what again?15

MR. CAMP:  It is called the Order.16

MR. WARMAN:  And what is its purpose17

in the context of the story?18

MR. CAMP:  The Order is a -- I guess19

a revolutionary group or a group of rebels that, again,20

are fighting the rebel warfare against the world that21

is currently dominated by the Jews.22

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.  Can you23

continue reading, please?24

MR. CAMP:25
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"For the first time in her life1

she began thinking seriously2

about the important racial,3

social and political issues at4

the root of the day's problems. 5

She learned the truth about the6

System's 'equality' hoax.  She7

gained an understanding of the8

unique historical role of the9

Jews as the ferment of10

decomposition of races and11

civilizations."12

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.13

Can I take you to the next page,14

please, indicating and, again, these are all in15

consecutive order, indicating page 29, please?16

MR. CAMP:17

"Indeed, we are already slaves. 18

We have allowed a diabolically19

clever, alien minority to put20

chains on our souls and our21

minds.  The spiritual chains are22

a truer mark of slavery than the23

iron chains which are yet to24

come.  Why didn't we rebel 3525
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years ago, when they took our1

schools away from us and began2

converting them into racially3

mixed jungles?  Why didn't we4

throw them all out of the5

country 50 years ago, instead of6

letting them use as cannon7

fodder in their way to subjugate8

Europe.9

More to the point, why10

didn't we rise up three years11

ago, when they started taking12

our guns away?  Why didn't we13

rise up in righteous fury and14

drag these arrogant aliens into15

the streets and cut their16

throats then?  Why didn't we17

roast them over bonfires at18

every street-corner in America? 19

Why didn't we make a final end20

to this obnoxious and eternally21

pushy clan, this pestilence from22

the sewers of the East, instead23

of meekly allowing ourselves to24

be disarmed?"25
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MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, who do1

you understand this paragraph to be referring to?2

MR. CAMP:  The Jews.3

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.4

Can you proceed four pages to page5

154, please?6

MR. CAMP:  Okay.7

MR. WARMAN:  Can you just wait before8

you start reading to make sure that everyone has it.9

Thank you.10

MR. CAMP:11

"Katherine said nothing to the12

Black, but the icy look she gave13

him apparently injured his sense14

of 'human dignity.'  He began15

the whining, 'what's a matter,16

baby, don' you like Black17

people?' approach that Blacks18

have found works wonders with19

guilt-ridden liberal White girls20

who are desperately afraid of21

being considered 'racists' if22

they reject the unwelcome23

advances of rutting Black24

bucks."25
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MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.1

Can I get you to move forward two2

pages to page 52, please?3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sorry, which page?4

MR. WARMAN:  Page 52.5

MR. CAMP:6

"An hour earlier, in New York,7

the Organization used a bazooka8

to shoot down on airliner which9

had just taken off for Tel Aviv10

with a load of vacationing11

dignitaries, mostly Jews.  There12

were no survivors.  (Note to the13

reader: A 'bazooka' was a14

portable launcher for small15

rockets, and used primarily as16

an infantry weapon against17

armoured vehicles during World18

War II, 60-54 BNE, and already19

obsolete by 8 BNE..."20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me.  I am21

just noticing that this is identified here as page 52,22

but if we are going sequentially it should be,23

actually, 152, I would think, otherwise it is going24

from 124.  Just when I look for it in the text I want25
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to know where to look.  It goes from 124 to 52 to 158.1

MR. CAMP:  That might be a typo on my2

part.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Probably a typo.  I4

just want to be able to find it when I am comparing it5

to the larger text.6

MR. WARMAN:  Could you just continue,7

sorry, to the end of the brackets there, please? 8

Continuing beginning "Tel Aviv was the..."9

MR. CAMP:10

"...Tel Aviv was the largest11

city in Palestine during the12

period of Jewish occupation of13

that unfortunate country in the14

Old Era.  The ruins of the city15

are still too radioactive for16

human habitation.)"17

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, having18

read the work, why do you understand that the ruins of19

Tel Aviv are still too radioactive for human20

habitation?  What would have caused it?21

MR. CAMP:  I am just referring back22

to the content of the story.  As far as I remember, Tel23

Aviv was bombed, nuclear bomb.  I think that was it, it24

was a nuclear bomb that landed on Tel-Aviv.25
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MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.1

Who do you understand to be2

responsible for committing that act?3

MR. CAMP:  The Jews.4

MR. WARMAN:  Sorry, committing the5

act in terms of having bombed Tel Aviv with the nuclear6

device in the context of this story?7

MR. CAMP:  I probably have to refer8

to that portion.  I can't remember at this point.9

MR. WARMAN:  Can I just take you to10

page 166, please.  It is two pages thereafter that.11

MR. CAMP:  Page number again?12

MR. WARMAN:  166.13

MR. CAMP:14

"The Organization's growing15

success was not without its16

setbacks, of course."17

MR. WARMAN:  Sorry, the second -- the18

166 at the bottom, please.19

MR. CAMP:  Okay.20

"Then, of course, came the21

mopping-up period when the last22

of the non-White bands were23

hunted down and exterminated,24

followed by the final purge of25
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undesirable racial elements1

among the remaining White2

population.3

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.4

Can you turn to the next page,5

please, at the bottom, page 130.6

MR. CAMP:  This chapter on page 1307

is called "The Day of the Rope."8

MR. WARMAN:  Sorry, Sergeant Camp,9

just because it is fairly, call it important or call it10

what you will, can you please describe to me what you11

understand Day of the Rope to be?12

MR. CAMP:  Again, it was a -- the13

Order was a guerilla la -- involved in guerilla14

warfare, and at this point in the war, whites started15

to revolt back and kill the black population by hanging16

them --17

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.18

MR. CAMP:  -- on lampposts throughout19

the city.20

MR. WARMAN:  Perhaps we can continue. 21

It is a little extensive, but it is the last quote.  So22

could I just ask you to read the next two pages or so23

until I stop you, please.24

MR. CAMP:  Starting on page.25
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MR. WARMAN:  Starting on page 138,1

"The Day of the Rope."2

MR. CAMP:  Starting on page -- okay.3

"August 1st, 1993.  Today has4

been the Day of the Rope -- a5

grim and bloody day, but6

unavoidable one.  Tonight, for7

the first time in weeks, it is8

quiet and totally peaceful9

throughout all of southern10

California.  But the night is11

filled with the silent horrors;12

from tens of thousands of13

lampposts, power poles, and14

trees throughout this vast15

metropolitan area the grisly16

forms hang.17

In the lighted areas, one18

sees them everywhere.  Even the19

street signs at intersections20

have been pressed into service,21

and at practically every street22

corner I passed this evening on23

the way to HQ there was a24

dangling corpse, four at every25
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intersection.  Hanging from a1

single overpass only about a2

mile from here is a group of3

about 30, each with an identical4

placard around its neck bearing5

the printed legend, 'I betrayed6

my race.'  Two or three of that7

group had been decked out in8

academic robes before they were9

strung up, and the whole batch10

are apparently faculty members11

from the nearby UCLA campus."12

I will expand on that.  They have13

often quoted what they would consider race traitors, so14

they hung race traitors.15

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, sorry,16

just in order to have our lexicon straight, can you17

describe what a race traitor is?18

MR. CAMP:  For example, a white19

female that marries a black man would be considered by20

white supremacists and neo-Nazis as a race traitor.21

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.22

Please continue.  Just to summarize,23

would it be fair to say that people who engage in24

miscegenation, mixing of other racers, whites who25
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engage miscegenation would be considered race traitors?1

MR. CAMP:  Yes.2

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.3

MR. CAMP:4

"In the areas to which we have5

not yet restored electrical6

power the corpses are less7

visible, but the feeling of8

horror in the air there is even9

worse than in the lighted areas. 10

I had to walk through a11

two-block-long, unlighted12

residential section between HQ13

and my living quarters after our14

unit meeting tonight.  In the15

middle of one of the unlighted16

blocks I saw what happened to be17

a person standing on the18

sidewalk directly in front of19

me.  As I approached the silent20

figure, whose features were21

hidden in the shadow of a large22

tree overhanging the sidewalk,23

it remained motionless, blocking24

my way.25
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Feeling some apprehension, I1

slipped my pistol out of its2

holster.  Then, when I was3

within a dozen feet of the4

figure, which had been facing5

away from me, it began turning6

slowly toward me.  There was7

something indescribably eerie8

about the movement, and I9

stopped in my tracks as the10

figure continued to turn.  A11

slight breeze rustled the12

foliage overhead, and suddenly a13

beam of moonlight broke through14

the leaves and fell directly on15

the silently turning shape16

before me.17

The first thing I saw in18

moonlight was the placard with19

its legend in large, block20

letters: 'I defiled my race.' 21

Above the placard leered the22

horribly bloated, purplish face23

of a young woman, her eyes wide24

open and bulging, her mouth25
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agape.1

Finally I could make out the2

thin, vertical line of rope3

disappearing into the branches4

above.  Apparently the rope had5

slipped a bit or the branch to6

which it was tied had sagged,7

until the woman's feet were8

resting on the pavement, giving9

the uncanny appearance of a10

corpse standing upright of its11

own volition.12

I shuddered and quickly went13

on my way.  There are many14

thousands of hanging female15

corporations like that in this16

city tonight, all wearing17

identical placards around their18

necks.  They are the White women19

who were married to or living20

the Blacks, with Jews or with21

other non-White males.22

There are also a number of23

men wearing the24

I-defiled-my-race placard, but25
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the women easily outnumber them1

seven or eight to one.  On the2

other hand, about ninety percent3

of the corpses with the4

I-betrayed-my-race placards are5

men, and overall the sexes seem6

to be roughly balanced.7

Those wearing the latter8

placards are the politicians,9

the lawyers, the businessmen,10

the TV newscasters, the11

newspaper reporters and editors,12

the judges, the teachers, the13

school officials, the 'civic14

leaders,' the bureaucrats, the15

preachers, and all the others16

who, for reasons of career or17

status or votes or whatever,18

helped promote or implement the19

System's racial program.20

The system has already paid21

them for their 30 pieces of22

silver.  Today we paid them.  It23

started at three o'clock this24

morning.  Yesterday was an25
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especially bad day of rioting1

with the Jews using2

transistorized megaphones to3

whip up the crowds and egg them4

into throwing stones and bottles5

at our troops.6

They were chanting 'racism7

must go' and 'equality forever'8

and other slogans the Jews had9

taught them.  It reminded me of10

the mass demonstrations of the11

Vietnam era.  The Jews have a12

knack for things like that."13

Page 131:14

"The Whites, on the other hand,15

were, in nearly all cases,16

hanged on the spot.  One of the17

two types of pre-printed18

placards was hung on the19

victims' chest, his hands were20

quickly taped behind his back, a21

rope was thrown over a22

convenient limb or signpost with23

the other end knotted around his24

neck, and he was then hauled25
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clear of the ground without1

further ado and left dancing on2

air while the soldiers went to3

the next name on their list.4

The hangings and the5

formation of the death columns6

went on for about 10 hours7

without interruption.  When the8

troops finished their grim work9

early this afternoon and began10

returning to the barracks, the11

Los Angeles area was utterly and12

completely pacified.  The13

residents of neighbourhoods in14

which we could venture safely15

only in a tank yesterday were16

trembling behind closed doors17

today, afraid to be seen peering18

through the crack in drawn19

drapes.20

Throughout the morning there21

was no organized or large-scale22

opposition to our troops, and by23

this afternoon even the desire24

for opposition had evaporated. 25
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I and my men were in the thick1

of things all day, mostly2

handling logistics.  When the3

execution squads began running4

out of rope, we stripped several5

miles of wire from power poles6

to use in its place.  We also7

rounded up hundreds of ladders."8

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.9

Sergeant Camp, that excerpt that you10

have just read and the other material that you read11

from the "Turner Diaries" and having looked at the work12

in its entirety, in your experience as a hate crimes13

officer and your knowledge of similar material, how14

would you describe the "Turner Diaries" in terms of15

severity of its hate propaganda?16

MR. CAMP:  Well, as a criminal17

investigator, it would, in my opinion would be18

breaching Section 319(2) of the Criminal Code for the19

willful promotion of hatred.20

MR. WARMAN:  And in terms of in21

general, in terms of the hate propaganda that you have22

viewed from, say, the least discriminatory to the most23

discriminatory, how would you describe this work?24

MR. CAMP:  On a scale of 1 to 10?25
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MR. WARMAN:  Sure.1

MR. CAMP:  I would give it a 10, but2

since it is a fictional account, I will give it a 9.5,3

basically because not only of its racism and4

anti-Semitic views but its violence.5

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, is it6

your opinion that this work could be construed as an7

exhortation or an encouragement of others to engage in8

the same kind of conduct?9

MR. CAMP:  I think a book like the10

"Turner Diaries," if it is marketed right, could be11

utilized to enhance and propagate hatred in a society. 12

Though it is a fictional account, it does feed fuel to13

the fire.14

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you.15

Madam Chair, if I could just have one16

moment to confer with my colleague to ensure that there17

is nothing further?18

Sergeant Camp, can I just refer you19

to HR-11, which is the pictures of the material that20

was seized from Mr. Bahr's residence, please?21

MR. CAMP:  Right.22

MR. WARMAN:  Can I please ask you to23

turn to page 17.  Actually, sorry, can I get you to24

turn to page 15 first, please?25
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MR. CAMP:  Okay.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I haven't actually2

numbered my pages.  Could you just show me what page it3

is?4

MR. WARMAN:  Certainly.  Sorry.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Thank you.6

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, can you7

indicate to me what book there is located on the top8

left corner of page 15, please.9

MR. CAMP:  It is the book "White10

Power" by George Lincoln Rockwell.11

MR. WARMAN:  Sergeant Camp, could I12

get you to turn two pages further, please?13

MR. CAMP:  It is the novel the14

"Turner Diaries" by the penned Andrew MacDonald.15

MR. WARMAN:  And these are the same16

works that you found for available for download on the17

WCFU website as well?18

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.19

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you, Sergeant20

Camp.21

Barring any questions from22

co-counsel, counsel for the Commission, I have no23

further questions.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I think25
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we will adjourn for the day.  Mr. Fromm, your1

cross-examination will start at 9:30 tomorrow morning.2

MR. FROMM:  I would just like to3

serve notice, pursuant to the Tribunal's Rules, on4

Mr. Warman and Mr. Vigna that I will be making a motion5

tomorrow morning asking the Chair to recuse herself on6

a reasonable apprehension of bias.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.8

All right.  I will see you in the9

morning.10

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 5:00 p.m.,11

    to resume on Thursday, May 25, 200612

    at 9:30 a.m.13

14

15

16

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE, to17

the best of my skill and18

ability, accurately reported and19

transcribed the foregoing.20

21

22

______________________________23

Tiffany Vincent24

C.S.R.(A), R.P.R.25


